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~., ABSTRACT

Feasibility studies were conducted
of a circular planform', modified lenti-
cular cross-section vehicle. The results
of these studies form the basis for the
ultimate fabrication and fiifht test of
vehicles to prove the omnidirectional

* launch$ stability and control, and
maneuver capability of the basic concept.

Wind tunnel tests were conducted over
the Mach number ranre of 0.6 to 5 and
for yaw anpies froni 0 to 180 degrees.
Force and moment data were obtained as
well as pressure distribuitions (in-
cluding~ the effects of reaction control
jets).

The complete task is reported in
three volumes: Volume I--Sun-a-y,
Volume II--Acrodynaimics, and Volume III-
-Configura tion and Autopilot./Control.
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SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

AR Aspect ratio, d2/S 

A5  Axial drag force, lb

c Local chord length, in.

CA Axial drag coefficient,, As
a qS

CD Drag coefficient, qS

CDo Drag coefficient at zero angle of attack

CDB Drag coefficient for blunt base only. Computed from
wind tunnel pressure measurements

Cof Skin friction drag coefficient

CDW Wave drag coefficient RMS
CIS Rolling moment coefficient,

L  Lift coefficient, ---

C Lift coefficient derivative, a CL

angle of attack. 
per degree

Pitching moment coefficient, PM'qsd

C Pitr!,'np momevf, derivative, , per degree
angle of attack. d

CN  Normal force coefficient, N

ACN  Incremental change in normal force

CN  Normal force derivative, dGA. , per degree
ccangle of attack.

YMs.. ..

C Yawing moment coefficient, qa

Cp Pressure coefficient, P-P
q
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CyS Side force coefficient, YsqS

C.G. Ccmnter of gravity

C.P. Center of pressure

d Diameter of missile, 60.0 inches (FTV)

D Drag, lb

1 Distance parallel to x-axis from center of gravity to
center of reaction jets

M Mach number, V
a

N Normal force, lb

p Static pressure, psf

P Chamber pressure of reaction jets, psia

PM Pitching moment, ft-lb

q Dynamic pressure, psf

RN Reynolds number, R '

RM Rolling moment, ft-lb

S Planform area, 2827.4 in2 iFull scale)
•2

SB Base area, 369.0 in. miin rockets off
2. (FULL SCALE)

225.0 ir. main rockets on
•2

SA Frontal area, = 540.9 in. = O and 1800

2 (FULL SCALE)- 469.0 in. .,'=900

Tj Thrust of control jets (714 JETS), lb

t Maximum thickness of missile, 12.6 inches (FULL SCALE)

U Flow velocity vector along xB axis
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v Flow velocity vector along yB axis

V Total flow velocity vector

11 Weight of missile, lb

X Cp Distance on x-axds from cente r of pressure to
C*P* center of gravity

A X Distance on x-axis between any arbitrary center of
gravity and the mid chord center of gravity - 30 - xc.G,.

inches

Y Cope Distance on y-axis from center of pressure to center
of gravity

Xbybzb Rectangular coordinates of the body axis system

XSY373 Rectangular coordimtes of the stability axis system

CC. Angle of attack, deg

4 Angle of sideslip, deg

Angle, of roll, deg

40 Incremental change in angle of roll deg

'CThickness ratio -.!; for Frv, I maxjim=~ 0.21
c c

A Angle of sweepback, deg

Ratio of specific heats, 1.4

Normal "G"'ts per degree angle of attack

Dens3ity, sl1ugs/ft 3

2
/V Viscosity, lb/ft /sec

SUPS CR1? TS

b Body axis system

SStability axis system
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Section 1.
INTRODUCTION

1.1 HISTORY

The 1enticular configuration concept orifinated with the Technical
Planning Group, formerly of the Directorate of Development of the Air
Proving Ground Center, now of Detachment h of Wright Air Development
Division, Tarret and Armament Development Directorate, Eglin Air Force
Base, Florida. This group conducted a preliminary in-house study on the
feasibility of lenticular rockets. Parameters for a bi-convex cross-
section, circular planform confifuration were chosen and feasibility
calculations were made. Data obtained fra these theoretical analyses,
nutmented by wind tunnel data obt& ned in Tunnel E-l of the Gas Dynamics
Facility, Arnold Engineering Developnent Center, indicated a possibility
for advanced missile applications for both offensive and defensive roles.
The results of this study indicated that a circular planform configuration
can offer an efficient aerodynamic configuracaon of very high maneuver
capability.

As a result of this effort, a request for a proposal was issued by
the Directorate of Procurement of the Air Proving Ground Center. This
request concerned a study profgram whose purpose -was the evaluation of the
technical feasibility of the lenticular configuration as a potentially

•"sifnificant advance in airborne weaponry. Particular emphasis was placed
on the determination of those characteristics of the circular planform
pertaining to flight chzracteris tics, stability, control and mineuverability.
*A ftrth-r objective of the study was to establish the design feasibility
of the configuration as a potential airborne weapon.

A contract (AF 08(635)-5).2) vas awarded to C-onvair-Pomona in June,
1959 whose purpose was the evaluation of the configuration aerodynamically,
and the establishment of the design feasibility for airborne weapon
applications. As a result of the Phase I study, an Lmproved dross section
3 lane was determined for use with a circular planform. The improved
ccnfiruration, desirnated Model III, has the maximtu thickness located at
the extreme aft end. The major aercdynaLhic advantage exhibited b,' Model
III over the basic syrametrical lenticular configuration is a rean' ,ard
sift of center of p:essure. This rearward shift of cen-ter of pressure
greatly simlifies the problem of controlling the missile in f!ight.
Anot ier advantage shoan in Phnse I was the supersonic dra, reduction
amsociated with the blunt trailing edge of Model III° The decreased

SECRET
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drag results in a higher lift-drag ratio, and in turn, an increased
range and maximum speed. In short, the Phase I configuration is
feasible as a design for airborne weapons.

Analyses, experimentation, and laboratory simulations are useful
in the determination of concepts, anid are necessary in the establish-
ment of a design that can be fabricated into a vehicle. However,
they cannot furnish the final evidence of the practicality of a
concept. This can only be firmly established by a flight test pro-
gram. As a result, recommendations made during Phase I included
a flight test program for the practical demonstration of (1) sta-
bilized, controllable flight, and (2) omnidirectional launch capa-
bility. It was recommended that off-the-shelf components be utilized
in the flight test program in order to minimize the time and funds
required to prove the concept.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

At the conclusion of the Phase I study, Convair-Pomona was
awarded a Phase II contract, AF 08(63;)-1168, for the necessary
studies to permit future design and successful flight of vehicles
launched from a high-speed rocket-sled. The studies to be conducted
were both theoretical and experimental in nature. Eighty hours
of wind tunnel time were provided for use in determining the PYE
WACKET aerodynamic characteristics between Mach numbers of 0.6 and
5.0. This volume presents-the result- of the aerodynamic studies
conducted during the Phase II PYE WACKET program.

1.2
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Section 2.0
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 CONFIGURATION GEOMETRY

Two feasible-design configurations were described in the PYE
WACKET Phase I Feasibility Study, Reference 5.1. These configurations
have circular planforms with a blunt trailing edge and circular arc
cross-section. Both configurations are 60 inches in diameter with
one having a thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.21 and the other 0.14.
Figure 2.1.1 is a sketch of the 21 percent thick configuration.

The Feasibility Test Vehicle (FTV) configuration selection,
developed in Volume III of this report, is shown in Figure 2.1.2.
The overall dimensions are identical to the prototype configuration
with a thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.21. However, the base geometry
was modified to accommodate the three rocket motors. This modifi-
cation consisted primarily of a lateral slot across the aft end of
the vehicle at the exit plane of the rocket motor nozzles. The two
wind ttunnel models were fabricated to the same configuration. As
the studies progressed and wind tunnel results became available, it
was evident that the slot produced certain undesirable effects. The
wir.d tunnel data are reported for the configuration tested; however,
later studies showed that the basic vehicle arrangement could be
retained even though the slot was deleted. Test vehicle fabrication
in a follow-on phase will be based on the configuration most likely
to produce successful flights (i.e. no lateral slot).

A detailed drawing and a weight and balance statement are pre-
sented in Voltum III of this report.

2.2 BASIC STUDIES

2.2.1 TH ORITICAL AERODYNAJCS From the work of Linnell,
Refer.pnce 5.2, the characteristics of hypersonic, two-dimensional
airfoils were established. These showed the lift and drag character-
'3'ics to be a function of airfoil thickness, a hypersonic similarity
Parameter, and the specific heat ratio. This work was based on
sock expansion theor-y cornbined with hypersonic similarity relations.
orrance, Refrernce 5., in his work extended the field by show _ng

Lnat the expressions for expansion and comprezzior. are alnwst identical
,wen tie hypersonic simllarity parameter, M , is less than one.

e mai-n contribution war tht conclusion that comnression, from the
?arakne-ugoniot relation, and expansion, from the Prandtl-Meyer

2.1 SECRET
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relation, provided the same three first terms of a power series in
M X ' This imediately allowed a closed form solution to be
obtained for lift, drag and moment coefficients. These solutions
apply over hypersonic Mach numbers between 3 and 12. The method was
applied to 12 airfoil sections ranging from a flat plate to a com-
bination of parabolic arcs and flat surfaces. The results are two-
dimensional and apply only for a value of M X between 0 and 1. The
angle of attack, c , is limited to a maximum value based on the
hypersonic sinilarity parameter, M X This is expressed in
terms of the free stream Mach number and the local slope of the
airfoil surface.

0(-- X (2.2.1)

The convenience of the closed form made the use of this theoretical
method most attractive in this study. Further, the range of appli-
cable Mach numbers and angles of attack is suitable for this appli-
cation.

In order to make more accurate theoretical esLimates, the two-
dimensional characteristics predicted by Dorrance were modified to

account for planform. This process is essentially a modification
of the two dimensional coefficients to account for the average

sweep over a section of the circular planform. From Reference 5.4,
for small angles nff attack, the following relations are derived
for swept and unswept wings.

Cz - CzCOS: 20,92 ,I (2.2.2)

0.4,, .=o co z (2.2.3)

Exrressed more ti::hy, the lift coefficient of a swept wLng may be
arprxoxmated by modifying the lift coefficiert of the unswept wing
by the cosine squared of the angle of sweep. The drag coefficient
may be approximated by multiplying the pressure drag by the cosine

cied of the sweep angle. It is i:aportant that friction and base

2.4 SE CRET
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drag be remoxved from the total drag before performing this modifi-
cations In the exact relations, a variation with angle of attack
is indicated. For regions in which cos cc ow I, the above relations
yield close agroement. From the above relations,, the following
corrections to Dorrancefs two-dimensional coefficients were derived:

=COS 0;r

00

This correctiOn en-abUles the values of normal force coafficientk
obtained from Dorrance's work to be applied to a circular planform.
By similar derivation, the values for the wave drag result in the
followincg relation:

(2.2.5)
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which, for this application, results in the following expression:

(2.2.6)

A comparison of theoretical values obtained using Dorrance's work
and the above relations is shown Jn Figures 2.2.1 through 2.2.5.
In Figures 2.2.1 to 2.2.3, a comparison is made of normal force
coefficients from experimental and theoretical sources. As can be
seen, the comparison is excellent. In no case is the difference
greater than ten percent. This indicatesthat Dorrance's data combined
with a planform correction does yield excellent results. Figure
2.2.4 compares the wave drag coefficients obtained theoretically and
experimentally. The canparison is fair, with the theoretical results
approximately 15% lower than the experimental results. It might be
well to qualify the values shown in the theoretical curve. These
were obtained by modifyinp Dorrance's wave drag coefficients for
planformi and adding an increment in drag for the blunted leading edge.
This incremental .-. aue for leading edge drag amounted to O.C385 at
all the-Mach numbers.

Fipure 2.2.5 presents a comparison of center of pressure locations
between e q erinental data and values computed using Dorrance's wark.
As m1in-i7ated, the values obtained using Dorrance's wbrk are reAsonably
correct in manitude, but have a forward movement with increasing
Mach number. As a supplement, linear theory is included. The experi-
mental data fa"'L ini between the values indicated by linear theory and
Dorrance's work.

The results presented in Figures 2.2.1 through 2.2.5 show that
theoretical methods can predict reasonable values for normal force,
wave drag, and center of pressure. The values for center of pressure
show the preatest inaccuracy.

2.6 SECRET
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2.2.2 YAW MOMENT ORIGIN One of the major advantages of the
PYE WACKET concept is the omnidirectional launch capability. Omni-
directional launch capability is the ability to launch in any
direction from the par . aircraft. Launch procedures of this type
require that the missile heading remain constant throughout the
launch phase. To satisfy the above requirements, reaction jets are
used to overcome the aerodynamic yawing moment. In order to reduce
hardware and propellant weights, the reaction jets, and hence, the
aerodynamic yawing moment, must be as small as possible. In order
to red&ce the aerodynamic yawing moment, the nature of the airflow
producing the yawing moment must be understood.

The blunt base of the proposed PYE WACKET configuration
initially appears to destroy the omnidirectional launch capability
for which it was designed. -However, this is not correct because
the high local forces on the base do not produce a yawing moment
about the planform center. Only when the center of gravity is
moved from the geometric center of the planform does the base con--
tribute to the yawing moment (neglecting the small effects due to
base skin friction and reaction jets). This statement must be
qualified by defining the base to be solid, and not with a lateral
slot as considered for the FTV configuration. The yawing moment
about the midchord is due to the pressure acting on the surface
of the configuration, and not by any pressure acting around the
periphery. Co.sider a circular planform configuration with a
blunted edge such as the PYE WACKET prototype.

-V

From basic physics, it is known that surface pressures act normal A
to the surface. Since the platform is circular, the normals pass
through the geometric center of the planform. Therefore, all
pressure forces on the periphery act through the center of thb

n~anfor-i and do no- nroduce a yawing moment.

The PYE WACKET yawing moment- is primarily produced by surface
pressures. Since the upper ,nd lower surfaces are curved, the

2.12 SECRET
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yawing moment about the midchord is produced by the summation of
lateral components of local .forces normal to the surface. This
yawing moment produced by surface pressures is called the basic
yawing moment. The direction of the moment is stabilizing, i.e.,
it tends to align the missile with the velocity vector. When the
center of gravity is moved forward of the midchord, the pressure
forces on the base contribute a yawing moment which increases the
stabilizing eccfect of the basic yawing moment. Conversely, when
the center of gravity is moved aft of the midchord, the stabilizing
effect is decreased.

Thus, only when the center of gravity is not located at the
geome-tric center of the planform does the blunt base contribute
to the yawing moment.

2.3 Ek ERIPENTAL PROGPAMA

2.3.1 MODELS AND TEST C0IDITIONS Two geometrically similar
PYF WACKET wind tunnel models were used in the experimental phase
of this program, one instrumented for body pressure measurements and
the other for force and moment rrasurenents. Figure 2.3.1 is a
sketch of the external imodel igeometry showing the basic dimensions.
Since teat data were desired for yaw angles from 0 to 180 degrees,
the models were designed to per-nit mounting on the wind tunnel sting
at the three peripheral positions corresponding to yaw angles of 0,
90, and 180 degrees. The sting holes were filled with flush plugs,
discernible in Fiuure 2.3.1, when not in use. Figures 2.3.2 a, b,
and c are photographs of the model mounted in the wind tunnel at
yaw angles of O, 90, and 180 derrees respectively.

Figures 2.3.3 a, b and c are photographs of the force model. This
model was designed to use a 1.6-inch diameter internal strain gage
bilance.

Figures 2.3.h a, b, c a11d d are photographs of the pressure model
shcwinr cxternal Feometry and intermal instrumentation. This model
was ins truLented for measuring 86 sarface pressures, 6 base pressures,
and 5 leadinF edge pressures. 7oe location and nimbering system
of these pressure taps is shown in FigUre 2.3.5. In addition, the
pressure model has provisions for simulating the pitch/roll reaction
control jets utilizing cold air with chamber pressures raning from
LOO to 1000 psia. Yaw control jets were not included in the test due
to the coplexity of the model instrumentation.

2.13
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Tests wore conducted in two wind tunnels at the Arnold ngineering
Development Center (AEDC), Tullahoma, Tennessee. References 5.5
and 5.6 present the pro-test planning for the test program. Mach
numbers from 0.6 to 1.6 were run in the 16-foot test section at the
Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT). Nominal angles of attack of 0, 3, 6,
and 9 degrees were run at angles of yaw including 0 to 20, 70 to
110, and 160 to 180 degrees. Both force and pressure measurements
were taken for these conditions. Mach numbers from 1.5 to 5 were
run in the Type A wind tunnel of the Von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility.
Six-coiponent force data, as well as pressure data, were recorded for
angles of attack ranging from 0 to 15 degrees at yaw angles between
0 and 180 degrees.

The Phase II wind tunnel test objective was the determination
of: (1) the aerodynamic forces and moments for the free stream
conditions and model attitudes expected in the FTV flights, and
(2) the effect of the reaction control jets on the pressure field
surrounding the models.

2.3.2 EVALUATION OF DATA The force data obtained at.AEDC
agrce quite well with predicted values of Reference 5.7. The only
unexpected results discovered in the wind tunnel test occurred at
aideslip angles in the vicinity of 90 and 180 degrees. At d - 900

the base cutout altered the lateral stability characteristics toa
degree that was not previously calculated. Flow separation at -a
- 1800 also gave res,;lts that were not predicted. These two
characteristics and their causes are analyzed in a laLer section.

In order to compare the data obtained at PWT with data obtained
at the Type A tunnel, the test program included an overlap of Mach
number coverage between the two tunnels. The results obtained in
the Mach number overlap agreed very well, providing smooth coefficient
curves from M - 0.6 to M - 5-

The aerodynamic coefficients obtained by integrating the
pressure distribution are not in complete agreement wit.h the data
obtained with the intcrnal:balance. In general, the pressure
results are lower than the force results, as shown in Figures 2.3.6
and 2.3.7.

A comparison of pressure symmetry is made in Figures 2.3.8 a,
b, and c. The pressure coefficients along chords equidistant from
the centerline are plotted as a function of longitudinal distance.
Since the model is at zero sideslip angle, the pressure on these
chords should be identical. The plots show that the synmetry is

generally good. Howver, certain pressure measurements are shown
to be obviously bad. From past experience with pressure measure-

2.25 SECRET
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mentse these bad readings are to be expected. To obtain reliable
pressure integrations. 'values faired from the adjacent pressure
ports must be substituted for the erroneous pressure measurements
in the integration procedure. This process is extremely laborious
and time consuming. For thib reason, the forces and moments obtained
by pressure integration could not be completely correlated with the
data obtained with .the internal balance. However, the reason for
the discrepancy is shown. A good correlation between the pressure
data and the internal balance data could be obtained in the future
if sufficient time were available to correct the erroneous pressure
measuremonts.

2.4 AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

2.4.l AXIS SYSTEM Two standard axis systems are in current
use throughout t he missile industry. These systems are "body axes"
and "wind axes". Confusion arises, however, when these axis
systems are used for large sideslip angles. Since the PYE WACKET
inherently utilizes sideslip angles up to 180 degrees, -a different
axis system is needed to avoid confusion. The system adopted here
is called the stability axis system in this report and is distin-
guishod from other axis systeMs by the subscript "3".

The stability axis system is basically a co:nb .naIlon of body
-uid wind axes. It is a right hand orthogonal coordinate system
with its origLi at the missile center of gravity. The stability
ax.: system is formed by rotating the standard body axes about
the z-axis through the sideslip angle 6' . Thus, the x3-axis
is the intersectipn of the missile planformn and the plane formed
by the z-axis and the velocity vector. Note that the z-axes in
the bod, aid stability axis systems are identical. The stability
axis syste: iS shown in Figures 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.

In stability axes, the angle of atIack, oc, is defined as the
angle between the x3-ax-ij and the vclo'i~y vector. The sideslip 4angle, & , is definet- as the angle between the x.-axis and
mnssile longitudinal center-line. These angles are illut3Lrat.-3,
in F1 iirre 2.1.1 and 2.h.2 along with the positi've directioi of
for;es and moments for the stability axis system.

t
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2.1.2 APPLICABILITY OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS This section
presents a figure index o6f the experimental and estimated aerodynamic
coefficients as applied to the three phases of PYE WACKET FTV flight.
The cross-indexing of the aerodynamic coefficients and figures for the
various combinations of main rocket motors and reaction control jets
off or on is presented in order to simplify the use of the data for
computer simulation studies. A detailed discussion of the individual
coefficients may be found in Section 2.1t.3 for power-off coefficients
(experimental data), and in Section 2.h.5 for power-on coefficients
(estimated).

Power-off and power-on aerodynamic coefficients are indexed
with the associated figure numbrrs for the three flight conditions:
(1) sled captive phase, (2) power-on phase, and (3) coast phase.
The listings corresponding to the three phases of flight are presented
in Tables 2.1.1, 27.2 and 2.b.3.

2..3 FOWEr-OFF DATA FPWSENTATION The basic aerodynamic
characteristics for the 21 percent thick YE WACKET Feasibility Test
iehic1c nrc presented in this section. . These data were obtained from
a 1/3-scale force model of the FYE WACKET FTV tested in the transonic
and supersonic wind tunnels at A.E.D.C., Tullahoma, Tennessee. The
coefficients include no effects of the main rocket or the reaction
control jets.

A brief listing of the power-off data is presented in Table
2.i.bi. The pertinent characteristics of the aerodynamic coefficients
will be discussed in detail under the headinis of the individual
coefficients.

2.3b
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TABLE 2.h.:1

SlFED CAPTIVE FRASE FIGURE INDEX
(MAIN MOTORS OFF)

LAUJNC-H AERODYNANIC FIGURE NO'S.
ANGGLE, d COEFFICIENTS REACTIOIN JETS REACTION JETS

________ ___________ON OFF

CN 2.1t. ..3
Cy 2.b.9 2.b.9

00b CA 2#b*25 2.h.14

CM 2.bj.6 2.b1 .6
Cn2.1,.10 2.b,.10

C1  2.1,.1 2.b.1.

CN ~2.t,.32b3
Cy 2.b4.9 2.b.9

90 0 CA 2.b.232..1
Cm 2.11. 6  2.bj. 6

C11 2.h4.3 2.1b.3

-Cy 2.L,.9 2.L4.9

100CA 2. b. 11 2.b.1h
Cm 2.1,.6 2.11.6

Cn2.L4.10 2.b4.10

SECRET
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TABLE 2.h4.2

1ICWER-ON PHASE FIGUE INDEX

_____ __________(MAIN ',UCfOflS (IN)

E,\TEC i D AERODYNAYIC FICURE NO'S.
~ ANECOEFFICIENTIS REACTIM4 JETS IR.ACTICM JETS

________ ONOFF

Ctl 2111.32.L4.3

Cy 2.14.272..7

CA 2T242

cto +~OC 2A1.6 2.b4.6

2r.1,.28 .1.2

CL 2.b~.V11 .b

CN
C y

CADATA NOT DATA NOT
AVAILABLE AVAILABLE

CWS-IIA37FICURE INDEX

(YJIN OFF)S

EKY FMD AHPODYNAMIC FIGURE NO'S.
6 PAE - CEK IFITS TECIONI JETS REACTION JETS

________ E __ _________ __ __ __ __ __ _ OF

Cy 2L.9 2.
CA114. 2.L.1,

0 to +20o 2.. /
2.)4.10

l 2.212..1

2.,,6
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TABLE 2.4.4

PCY4-OFF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

Coefficient Figure No. M A& __ Parameter

C4, vc c 2.4.3 0 to 5.0 00,90°,1800 dPto 140

ys Al 2. h. h 0 to 5.0 00,900,1800 CPto 40 1&

C4v sY-I 2.b.5 0 to 1.0 00 to 1800 30,60,90

4, bsc 2.11.6 o to 5.0 00,900,1800 o0 to iI10'

(s/*I 2.L.7 0 to 5.0 00,900,1800 O0 to Lo 4d

C, VS ' 2.4.8 0 to 1.0 00 to 1800 30,60,90 c

Cy s 2.4.9 0 to 1.0 00 to 1800 0030,60 or_

C, s 2.11.10 o to 1.6 00 to 180 °  00,30,60 cc

C -r d 2.b.11 0 to 1.6 0° to 1800 3060

C.Pv A/ 2.4.12 0 to 5.0 00, 900 00

C.P is 2.4.13 0 to 1.6 o, to 1000 00 0l

C vs Al 2.b.1b 0 to 5.0 00,900,180 0 OI

CR, ?. 14.15 0 to 5.0 0°  00

c I"s ,5 2.1.16 0 to 1.6 O0to 180°  0 0,3 ,6

2.37
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In order to clarify the use of the power-off data presented in
this section, a brief description of the method of aiplying the
magnification effects of the conLrol jets is necessary. With the
control jets on, two forces are generated in addition to the aero-
dynamic force already present. These are: (1) the force due to the
thrust of the control jet, and (2) the force due to the interaction of
the jet exhaust and the aerodynamic flow field. The total normal force
(N) on the missile is the sum of the normal force (power-off), the

jet reaction component, and the interference.

(2.+.l)

The magnification factors resulting from the jet interaction
with the body flow field are presented in Volume III, "Configuration
and Autopilot/Control". It may be noted that the manification factors
are calculated in relation to the control jet thrust rather than the
aerodynamic force. Consequently, the power-off aerodynamic coefficients
are readily applicable in computer studies which simulate control jets.
The applicability of the power-off aerodynamic coefficients for the
flight conditions of the PY7v WACKE'T FTV is presented together with the
power-on coefficients in Tables 2.h.l through 2.h.3 of Section 2.h.2.
The coefficients are indexed according to figure number for the three
phases of flifht: sled captive phase, power-on phase, and coast phase.

2.h.3.1 Normal Force Coefficient The normal force coefficients
for the PYE !.ACK'r F 'V configuration are presented in Figure 2..3.
As shown, the normal force coefficient is linear with anfle of attack
up to approdimately h defrees for anrls of sideslip of 0 and 90 degrees
for all Mach numbers presented. For rear launch ( 10 - l0), this
linearity exists only at supersonic velocities. Examination of Figures
2;h.3a, b, and c reveals slightly higher subsonic and transonic normal

force coefficients at 13 - 900 than at C - 00. For supersonic Mach
numbers the reverse condition exists; i.e., more normal force is generated
in the forward launch ( 4 - 00) position than for cross-wind launch
( 3 - 900). A similar phenomenon, relating subsonic and supersonic
pressure distribution on bodies with varying degrees of bluntness, is
discussed in Reference 5.8 (Codles without flares). The sketch following
emphasizes the geometry of the confif-uraticn, for the flcw at dO 0

and 13- 90, where the velcclty vector is into the page.

2.38
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As shown in the sketch, the rearward half of the configuration presents
a blunted face to the airstream at - 900. In contrast, the front
view presents a symmetrically tapered edge to the airstream at - 00.
Subsonically and transonically, for ,- 900, the small increase in
normal force coefficient (see Figures 2.4.3 a, b, and e) is attributed
to the increase in effective thickness ratio for the bluhted face of
the rearward half of the body as copared to the thickness ratio of
the syirnetrically tapered edge at.& - 00. An increase in normal force
coefficient is characteristic of blunted shapes at subsonic speeds.
Examples of the effects of varying degrees of bluntness on subsonic
normal force coefficients are riven in Reference 5.9. Substantiation
of this effect for blunted shapes of varying degrees is given in
Reference 5.10.

These small differences in the normal force coefficient for
subsonic and supersonic flow at 4 - 900 may be summarized as follows:
(1) for subsonic flow, an increase in bluntness results in a higher
normal force coefficient which is due to the increased flow velocity
over the blunted shape, and (2) for supersonic flow an increase in
leading edgt blantness results in a lower normal force coefficient
caused by flow separation around the blunt leading edge. Separation
occurs in varying degrees over the sharp curvature of the blunted
portion of the body, and will occur asynmetrically over the body as
angle of attack is increased. As the local flow becomes supercritical
over the sharp corners of the blunt leading edge, a system of compression
shock waves foiTn. These shocks terminate in a region where the flow
is undergoing a significant pressure rise as a result of the basic
subsonic pressure distribution. The presence of the shocks tends to
increase the adverse pressure gradient and thus causes flow separation.
As the flow separates, the large negative pressure gradient collapses,
and the lift forces decrease.

2.39
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For the rear-launch condition (,4 1800), as seen in Figures
2.h.3 a, b, and c for subsonic and transonic speeds, a negative nonnal
force occurs at positive angles of attack. The maximum negative force
occurs between anfgles of attack of 2 to 3 degrees at a Mach number of
0.9, (Figur e 2.h.3 c). This phenciencis discussed in detail in Section
2.h.6 under PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONI and will n8gt be treated in detail
here. The accuracy of the data for 4 - 180 is somewhat questionable
at Mach numbers of 0.8,and 0.9 duo to the lack of normal force coefficients
at cc- c7% The "zero-shif ts" of data at M -0.8 and M a0.9 were inter-
polated from the cc 0' data at Mach numbers of 0.6, 1.0, 1.2, l1t4, and
1.6.

The slope of the normal force coefficient with respect to angle
of attack is presented in Figure 2.4.4 for aideslip angles of 0,. 90,0
and 180 degrees. The normal force derivatives, dctcrmined at ac - 0,
are applicable to either body or stability axes. For reference to
wind axes, the lift coefficient may be computed frmthe following
relationship:

V

01 Cosc-% /V GY 2.4.2
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The normal force coefficient as a function of sideslip angle

(00 to lifO° ) is prcsented in Figuire 2o1.5, The coefficients are
presented at Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 with angle of
attack as a parameter. For the subsonic and transonic range of
flight, the data indicate the peak normal force coefficient to occur
generally at an angle of sideslip betwcon 110 and 120 degrees. At
a Mach number of 1.0 8he maximum normal force coefficient occurs at
approximately , - h5 . In both cases, the combination of local
thickness ratio, anrle of attack, and flow separation are ma,4r
factors in determining the peak normal force as a function of angle
of sideslip. It is noted that the solid lines on the graphs indicate
experimental data, whereas the dashed lincs are interpolated data.

2.b.3.2 Pitching Moment Coefficient The pitching moment
coefficients discussed in this section are illustrated in the same
manner as the normal force coefficients of the preceding discussion.
Thn listing of the fifures with the associated variables and parameters
is given in Table 2... The applicability of thp power-off pitching
ri,:ients is shown in Tables 2.. througfh 2.A.3 of Section 2.)1.2.

The pitching moment coeffjcirnts refer to the stability axis
s:,/stcm described in Section 2.i 1.i. The coerficients are based on a
ccnYer of gravity at (0 percent of the chord, (perccnt of the body
diuaete-r aft of the leading edgte). hrwcvr, the anticipated center
of gravity for the I'YE WACKET FTV will be located at 13 percent of
the chord, and, b--:itd on this, the pitchfing moents would be modified
by the foII7i ug ex<pression:

=- 0.o7 COv

or, in a more goneral expression,

= 0 (o 5 c) ~ C/V 2.h.4
i'O, po34ttiie p4ot'h" .Of

:Or r[o it!.w o ci ent.3 of normal force, positive pitching
, dercasc as "ri; cctor of gravity is moved fozard.

A ccm,-nascn o[f e aitching-mmeni coefficients of Fi, es 2.
a, 6, arod c ;h the normal force cefficionts of F4ig'res 2.14.3 a, b,

S i , indi.. that the pitchin moment coeff-icient becOes
-osi" ve at 10 degrees an!i!e of attack for M = 0.6, 0.8,

2.60
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and 0.9, whereas, the normal force coefficient becomes positive at
angles of attack of 5.0, 8.7, and 9.6 degrces, respectively. For the
angle of attack range for both negative pitching moment and normal force
coefficients, the center of pressure is located ahead of the center
of gravity. With negative pitching moment and positive normal force
coefficients, the center of pressure is located behind the center of
gravity. Theoretically, the center of pressure may lie off the configu-
ration. However, the more practical view of this situation is to
consider two individual center of pressu re locations on the top and
bottom surfaces (see sketch below).

The phenomencnof pitching moment and normal force both being
negative at positive angles of attack for the 4 . 1800 power-off
condition, subsonically and transonically, is caused by flow sepa-
ration on the leading edge of the blunt base. Flow separation over
the tipper surface is more severe than over the lower (windward)
surface, resulting in a greater reduction in the absolute value of
the pressure coefficient on the upper surface than on Vh -dbottom
surface. Hence, a negative normal force is produced. For the con-,
dition of negative pitching moment in conjunction with a small positive
normal force, the forces may be distributed as shown in the sketch
below.

C, = C,, - , , ... -

0"V

C,,/Q C-C

As was noted in the discussion of normal force coefficient, the
900 values of Ci were sli-htly larger t.han the Y 0 Values

for subsonic and transonic fluw, and for supersonic flcw the reverse
co. dition e:isted" Pitcning moment coefficients, however, are .rreaer

at, hhoweie r arIr~at /J co' than at/& 0 0? throughout the entire Mach nunber range
(3ee Figure 2.)..6). T herefore, in order to satisfy the condition of
an increase in pitching moment and a decrease in normal force for
supersonic flow, a shift In center of pressure tc.rard the leading. edge

2.61
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must occur. This condition is illustrated in the center of pressure
curves of Figures 2.11.12 and 2.4.13, where the center of pressure for
46 - 90 0 is closer to the leading edge than the center of pressure at

0 over the complete Mach number range.

The slope of the pitching moment coefficient with respect to

I angle of attack, Cv. , is presented in Figure 2.4.7 as a function
of Mach number. The pitching moment derivative was obtained by taking
the tangent slope of the pitching moment coefficient at an angle of
attack of zero gegrees. Angle of sideslip is presented as a parameter
for a - 00, 90 and 1800. As illustrated in the figure, the configu-
ration has a restoring moment only at4 - 180 ° between Mach numbers
of zero and approximately 0.9. However, the actual magnitude of the
&lope of Cr,<s for this Mach number range should be treated with caution
che to the fact that experimental values of pitching moment at o - 0
were obtained only at M - 0.6 for the subsonic Mach numbers.

The variation of power-off pitching moment coefficient with angle
of sideslip from 0 to 1800 is shown in Figure 2.4.8. The values ai
a function of sideslip angle are presented for Mach numbers of 0.6,
0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. As evidenced from the data of Figures 2.4.8 a, b,
and c, the configuration has a restorhng moment for approxiately 25
degrees of sideslip angle about a reference angle of 4 180 . However,
it is emphasized that this condition is realistic only for main rockets
off. No estimates have been made of the characteristics of pitching
momont with main rockets on.

2.1.3.3 Side Force Coefficient The variation of side force
coefficient with sideslip angle, anple of attack as a parameter, is
shown for Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 in Figure 2.4.9.
The data shows that cr, may be either posLtive or negative, depending
on the sideslip angle.

The jide force is the result of lateral components of pressure
acting on the periphery and on the top and bottom surfaces of the
configuration as shown in the sketch below. If the missile were
sy-,Lmetric about the x. axis, the pressures and areas on each side of
the axis would be equal. As a resilt there would be 'ho side force.
Because of the aft location of the maximum thici.ness of PYE WACK T,
the missile is syurnetric only at /d of 0 and 1-0 ° . Hence, it is
apparent that flow over the missile will produce a variation of side
force coefficient with sideslip angle.

2.81
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(4

The 1,ateral prcsc;urcs on the lifting surface, the blunt sides,
anid Uic base, all contribute to the side force. At zero angle of
attaick, and d3 greater than 900$ the flow impacts directly on one
blunt side and the base of the missile. As the Lmpact pressures are
lzirge, the side and base contribute the major portion of the side
force in the revion. of /4 fran 900 to 1800. At angles of AY from 0
to g00 the press ures are somrewhat equal on all the surfaces and it is
difficult to predict which surfaces cause the largest side forces.

The dati for the Xach numbers of 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9 show that
Csis negative up to a sideslip anple of approximately 1600, and

reviains positive from 1600 to 1800. This chang.e in sign is due to
the fact that the component of side force resulting. from the base
ap~proaches zero, while the blunt side is in such a position--to con-
tribute a positive side force as shown in the following sketch. Frau
200 to 160(), the relative position of the blunt side andI the base
is such to cause a resultant nepative side force coefficient.

2.832
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C--5 .04... . .

4 " .0 4C "

The data at Mach 1.0 shows that Cy is similar to the subsonic
cascs beyond a sideslip angle of 1000. 5However, the C, is po3itive
in the region of oo to 900. This difference between subsonic and
supersonic Cy in the region of h00 to 90 0 is due to the effect of
the blunt bag. The high subsonic or low supersonic local flow ex-
panding around the corner of the base causes extremely low base
pressures. The result of these low pressures is a positive side
force coefficient.

2.h.3.L Yawing Moment Coefficient The power-off yawing moment
coefficients are shown versus sideslip angle, with angle of attack as
a parameter, for various Mach numbers in Figure 2.h.l0. A positive
Cn _ indicates that the moment is tending to rotate the nose of the
ve icle in a clockwise direction while a negative Cn means that the
moments are attempting to rotate it counterclockwise. The data shows
that for all Mach numbers the missile can have either positive or
negative yawing moment depending on the angle of sideslip. For the
subsonic Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9y Cns is positive from 4
equal 00 to a , of approximately +I000 . From Mach 1.0, 1.2, 1.4,
and 1.6, Cn remains positiv unuiL± a x of +1200 to +1300 is reached.
It must be rmphasized that the negative yawing moment at large sideslip

angles tends to rotate the missile base into the wind. Hence, for
launch at /Y of 1800, the base will tend to remain oriented into the
wind, which is the desired flight attitude.

T'he graphs at the three Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9 show
abrupt increases in Cns between , of 750 to 850 . These sudden increases
are attributed to the aerodynanic effects of the blunt base. At angles

2.97 SECRET
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of sideslip less than 90°, the air must flow around the corner formed
by the hnie and the blunt side of the missile. This expansion around
the corner makes the base act much like an airfoil. The general flow
p~tterns are shown in the sketch below. At the minimu value of Cn
prior to the sudden increase, the flow around the corner is complet ly
separated. (See Sketch a). The pressures on the base slot are close
to athcsjheric, mnch like those on the top surface of a stalled wing.
Further increase of the sideslip angle reduces the expansion angle of
the flow.. At a 13 of about 800 to 85°0, the flow expands smoothly around
the come. ind. very low press-ures result in the base slot. (See Sketch
b). These low pressures cause large positive peak yawing moment co-
efficients. For the peak Cn the pressures on the base are analo ous
tr. those on the leeward surface of a wing at hiph an:le of attack ,ust
before stalling occurs. As the base becomes aligned with the flow,
13 - 900, the base pressure increases and the positive Cns decreases.
Further evidence of the stall-like condition should be evident in the
CA, and Cy. curres. However, th- flow was very iinstablc in the pertinent
/3 rane and the c,Lves were fnired smoothly through scattered data
points. Hence, the fLared Cy and CA, data do not show the sfll. The
stall was not evident in the data for Mach number larger than 0.9. Once
the anole of sideslip has increased beyond a /,3 of 90, direct inract
-n the base resilts in extremely high base pressures (Oee Sketch c).

The increosinr pressures caiuse the yawing moment to become negative
as _3 incrcason to 100 deCrees. This holds true for both subsonic and
supcrsonic flilht.
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2.4.3.5 Rolling Moment Coefficient The variation of rolling
moment coefficient with sideslip angle is shown in Figure 2.A.11. It
is emphasized that the rolling moment is measured about the stability

Z axis. If the configuration were symmetrical, the center of
pressure would lie on the 5, axis and no rolling moment could occur.
At sideslip angles other than zero and 180 degrees, the PYE WACKET
configuration is not symmetrical. The asymmetry with respect to the
velocity vector results in a center of pressure shift off the %$ axis,
and hence, a rolling moment is produced. However, the magnitude of
the rolling moment is small in comparison with the pitching moment.
The sensitivity of wind tunnel balances is low when such small moments
are measured. This effect is observed in Figure 2.11.11 b as an erratic
variation of the rolling moment with sideslip angle and angle of attack.

2.h.3.6 Center of Pressure Location The center of pressure is
a theoretical point on the body where the total aerodynamic normal
force is asstuned to act. The center of pressure locations are presented
in Figures 2.1t.12 and 2.A.13 in terms of percent of body diameter aft
of the lendi.ng edge.

Center of' pressure locations as a Cunction of Mach number are
shown in Figure 2.1t.12 for d - 00 and 900. The center of pressure
locations were calculated using the ratio of the slopes of the pitching
monent and normal force coefficients with angle of attack.

Fiiure 2.b.13 illustrates the variation of center of pressure
for aniles of sideslip between 0 and 100 degrees. The centers of
pressure were computed for the planform by using the slopes of the
pitching moment, rolling moment and normal force coefficients with
respect to anr'le of attack. An example of the method of obtaining
the platform cent 8rof pressure is as follows. The conditions are

cc 0o 6o , m o .6, and a c.g. of 0.5 c.
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An illuutrated in the sketch above, the absolute magnitude of
th,. ratio of the moment and normial force was used in the calculation
of the X5and y3 center of pressure location. In order to arrive at
the Idirection of the xs and ys C.P.'s, the signs are determined by
the direction of rotation of the vehicle. Thus, the moment arm for
it positive normal force and positive pitching moment, must lie bet-
ween the center of gravity and the leading edge. As in the example
shown above, a negative rolling moment will be produced by a positive
normal force acting with a positive moment arm in the positive y.
direction.

2.h.3.7 Axi-il Dr V Coefficient The power-off, axial drag co-
efficients are presented in Figures 2.tz.lh, 2..5and 2.L.164 Figure
C.):.i1l presents the axial drag coefficient', CA, f or a -
g0o, and lF,,'o for the entire M~ach number rarige tested at -00.

Fig,*ure 2.b.15 presents a CA breakdown for 0 - 0 and cc- 00
Thne variation of CA as a function of sideslip angle with angle of
attack as a paxametgr is shown for various M'ach niunbers in Figure

2.b.lo.
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The relationahip between CA and Cy for body and stability axis
systems is shown below.

= S//V 1-3 + 00o,61

eAle'-4 -47- A3 9 0 0
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A comparison of CAs values at c - 00 (Figure 2.I.1t), shows that
thed n900 drag is approximately 75% lower than the / - 0d rag at
subsonic Mach numbers. As shown in the above sketch, the base and
frontal areas are smaller for - 900 than/& - 00* Assuming that the
base and surface pressure coefficients are the same for 4 - 00 and
, - 90 0, the difference in drag can be partially explained on the

basis of the difference in representative areas of the two positions.

The subsonic trend is reversed at supersonic speeds; i.e, the
- 900 drag is approximately 25% greater than the .4- 0 drag.

In the supersonic region, the bluntness of the 4 - 900 profile has
a large influence on the drag. This influence is greater than the
difference in base or frontal areas. Evidence of the drag increase
due to bluntness can be seen in the schlieren pictures from the wind
tunnel test. This picture, Figure 2.h.18 d, shows that the blunt
section causes a very strong shock wave and hence high wave drag
As the missile is turned to sideslip angles greater than - 90 ,
the shock becomes normal to the base, and the drag increases at a
rapid rate. The maxirmu drag is reached at a- 1800, where the
largcst bl1-t area is presented to the flow.

The drsc' breakdown in Firure 2.h.15 separates the CA at . " 00
and O ° - 0 into base drag, skin friction drag, and wave plus after-
body-drag components. The power-off base-drag component was computed
from base pressures determined from wind tunnel tests of the pressure
model. It must be noted that the blunt-base drag pertains only to the
area of the "cutout" at the aft end of the missile as shown in the
sketch.

CDB -- CPa BS 2.A.9
S

where CPa - average base pressure coefficient over the base
cutout,

SB - projected area of cutout, and
S - missile reference area.

For this case, main rockets off

3- In " 0,13, and
S 31h.0 in- 2.b.10

CL9 - -0.13 CFa

The sPin fiction drag, prepared from reference 5.11, is presented for
a full scale FTV configuration (diameter - 5 ft)6 at sea levpl. This
corresponds to a Reynolds ntumber range of 7 x 10 to 2 x 100. By
subtracting skin friction and blunt-base drag from the total FTV drag,

2.108
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the wave plus afterbody drag was obtained. It should be noted that
afterbody drag i3 defined to be the drag on the blunt trailing edge
not inclded in the base cutout. A drag breakdown was not computed for
d - 90 because there was insufficient tunnel data to compute the

effective base drag.

The variation of axial drag zoefficient, CA , as a function of
sideslip angle for constant angle of attack has The same general
variation discussed for the & equal 0O, 906 and 1800 cases at
oc - 00. In the range of,& from 00 to 200, CAS is reasonably
linear and varies by only a small value. For the sector where d
varies from 70 to 110o, the CA, values are minimal at 90o. The

test data, shown in solid lines, are arailable in the range of,&' -

1600 to 1800 at only Mach 0.6. ihe large values at 1800 are due to
the blunt base presented to the flow. The data shown in this range
of sideslip angles for other Mach numbers were estimated. Since no
data were obtained fran tunnel testing in ranges of /9 from 200 to
700, and 11O to 1600, the curves in this area were falred from the
existing data. Hence, the graphs show only general trends in these
revions.

Although the missile drag is presented for only Cc - O0 in the
form of CA, the drag may be computed for angles of attack other
than zero by the use of the follcwinp equations:

(f co C( + CNV S//V

2.4.12

and if CDs at C- 0 is defined as the zero lift drag (CD 0S)

then,

S(~) 2.4.13
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The drag induced with angle of attack is equal to:

CL,. Ce1

or,

C~. = CA  co's O' - C/v s  S/V or - C00 2.4.15

Hence, either the induced drag or the total drag at angle of attack
may be obtained from CA, and CN, data.

2.h.h WND TUNIEL P}IOTOGRAFHS - JETS OFF Fluorescent-oil
film and schlieren photographs of the PYE WACKET FTV wind tUIL,el
models are shown in Figures 2.4.17 and 2.4.18. The photographs of
the models represent a cross-section of the numerous pictures taken
during the tests, and consequently do not include all Mach numbers,
angles of attack, and angles of sideslip. The photographs presented
in this Section were obtained from the Supersonic Von Karman Gas
Dynamics Facility at A.E.D.C., Tullahona, Tennessee. Schlieren
photographs from the Transonic Propulsion Wind Tunnel were not in-
cluded due to the lack of resolution. Fluorescent-oil film pictures
were not made at the FWT transonic facility.

Exunplcs of the fluorescent-oil film photopraphs may be seen in
Figures 2.h.17. The test conditions were M - 2.0, / - 00, and O(- 00,
6 , and 120. It is noted that the camera used to take the photographs
was at a small angle to the planform of the model and, the-efore, does
not present a picture normal to the planform (see base of mouel in
Fiure 2.).17a). Qualitatively, the fluorescent-oil picues show the
flow pattern on the windward side of the model. Fluorescent-oil film
photorraphs with control jets on are illustrated in Section 2.1j.7.
Methods and applications of the fluorescent-oil film technique are
given in Reference 5.12.

The schlieren photographs are presented in Figures 2.b.18 for
control jets off. All pictures are for an angle of attack and angle
of sideslip of zero degrees. The photographs sno',n were selected as
reoresentative of the profile and planform shock systems for forward,
crosswind, and aft launch conditions (power-off). Extraneous shock
waves are also apparent in all the pictures. These shocks are caused
by the conical shaped bow shock wave emanatino from the leading edge
of the model wi c1i reflects off of the observation window, and/or

2.119
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Figure 2. 4. 13 a Schlieren Photograph of Side View

Forwa-rd Launch, M 2. 0
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Flgure 2. 4. IS b Schlieren Photograph of Plan View
Forward Launch, M4 2. 0
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Eicure 2.4. 18c, Schlierea Photograph oC Side! t L'

Corxar(I Launch, M -3.0.
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Flagu rce 2. 4. 13 e Schleren Photograph of Side View
C ros s-Win ( J,;[ltinCh, NT 2. 0
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F f-u re 2. 4. 18 f Schlieren Photograph of Plan View
Cross-Wind Launch, M =2. .0
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Figure .2. 4. 18 gSchlieren Photograph of Side View
Aft Launch, M = 3. 0
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Figure 2. 4. IS i Schlieren Photograph of Plan View
Aft Launch, M 3. 0
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imperfections in the window itself. The wide, vertical black strip
appearing in the schieren photographs is, the frame of the observation
wind ow.

2.5 I-WER-ON AERODYNAMIC CHARAC-tERISTICS The effect of-main
rocket motors and control jets on the aerodynam'ic coefficients of the
PYE WACKr'C Feasibility Test Vehicle is discussed in this section. The
power-on coefficients presented were estimated for use in computer
studies to determine the flight characteristics of the P179 WACKET FTV.
The effects of the main rocket motor were considered negligible fur thc.
coefficients of normal force, pitching- morient and rolling moment for
the low angle of attack range considered 0 0 to ho) at sideslip
angles up to 900. The force and moment coefficients estimated for the
power-on condition were: (1) axidal drag, (2) side force, and (3) yawing
momnent. The estimated coefficients are presented only for sea level
coniLitionn since this will be the approximate launch altitude of the
Feasilitty Tost Vehicle.

2.h~.lAxial Drag Cocfficient The estimated axial-drag co-
efficient for power-on and power-off is presented in' Figure 2.14.19
for zero mngle of silcrlip and ang-le of attack between M. -0 and 14
5.nl. The axial-drafg coe'Lficient for main rockets on (/13 00o only)
war, esti-nated by reducing- the main rocket-off, control jet-on, axial
hase-drag- coefficients of Figure 2.11.20 by the ratio of the power-on
base area to the power-off bnse area,

bilAS I oi) 0.61

Ti s factor ancqxrnts to approxinately an eight to twelve percent re-
duction in total axial-diraf, coefficient for power-on flight. It is
nnod that the axial-drag coefficients are presented for both control
*Jets and main motors operating si-nce these conditions will prevail in
the artual powier-on flight phase of the FTV. As illustrated by the
base drag- coefficients of Fig~ure 2.);.21, there is a marked increase
in base drag due tu opera-tion of the control jets up to 1- 2.0 with
ma.in rocket motor off. This increase i-n base drag, is due to the pumping
action in the wake of the jet causing entrainnent of air from outside
the Jet, t~hus reducing- the pre-ssure behind the jet. This effect is
sunstan'Late1 in Pnferencrs 5.13 and 5.1hm for pres-ires oezdjets
in subsonic and supersonic f1c.

A drag breakdown for the axial-drag- coefficients of Figure 2.Lm.l9
is sho- n in Figures 2.Lm.20, 2.)4.21, and 2.L.22. Fig7ure 2.L,.21 presents
the, base drag coefficient for main rockets off (control Jets on and
off), and Fil-ure 2_11.20 presents "D' fo-r main rocket o-n ,;th control

jets o3 n for 13 0,~ 0 as a llunction of m-ach niumber up to 5 .0.
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Afgain, -n i sUsued previounlyv, theset rulrvc3 presen t thi 39 per c ent
reduction in bane AfraF coefficient with main rockets (,, and control
jets oil duo- to the redac1tion in i fficwtive bas:e ara.'h- wave plus
afterb& ,I dral' eind :-kin-Cric Lion drnj' :ire shovni in Flj-iire 2.)4.22. The
to tal axial d1r'11 for'I a 'il J poker-1 ~n uiIt ion %;,v obta inod by adding
the wavo plim aftr!Hodly drar an! sk in-~fric t ori draj: to Lt.e associated,
power-e., 11.i' ,-drip- coiponen t. Thei ok i n-riclo ral- coefficient was-
based oil iV iHoynoln irrbr at. : 1e lvel (Refcrenice 5.11i)

The v tinvt(tJ axial Jrar- coofficien'. at 1-3- 90O for main rocket
motors cii 13 shoCWn1 :in FL'ia're2Th23 The increase in C,-. due to main
motors on wa7, 05 tirwmltd Crorisnnn re;u i tiht'n around the
portion of tlhe per-iphery atlc 'whnth- 1.7in rcrk-t avk on.* A
sk(etch showinr. the p~wer-on cndti-n is illus-trate beIw
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degrees for use in computations involving sido-lamnch conditions. Aft
launch estimations for main rockets on are not included bccauso of the
lack of experimental data. A discussion of some of the general aspects
of rear launch conditions is presented in Section 2.7.1. The axial drag
coefficient as a function of Mch number, for main rocket motors off
and control jets on, is shown in Figures 2.4.25 and 2.4.26.

2.1.5.2 Side Force and Yawing Moment Coefficients The estimated
side force and yawing moment coefficients for power-on are presented in
Figures 2.4.27 and 2.4.28, respectively, with /3 as a parameter. The
power-off wind tumnel side force and yawing moment data were used as
a basis for determining the power-on coefficients. The power-off data
was first modified by subtracting the estimated effects of the pressure
distribution on the base. The base pressure data from the wind tunnel
tests did not afford a complete distribution of pressure across the
base, and consequently, estimations were made of the unknown pressure
points on the base. A diagram is shown below with the pressure port
locations indicated.

92a 94 5- VELOCirY

STING OUNT . BASE PP.-.SSUR.Z,

AP'T V1 E. W

As shown in tht sketch, pressures were obtained over approximately 30
percent of the base. This lack of romplete data resulted in only an
approximated base pressure distr 4 ,tion. In order to determine the
pressure distrib-tion in front of and behind the jets of the main rocket
motor exhaust at 13- 900, the oressure distribution was assumed to be
the same as the pressure data in front of and behind the reaction jets
2s obtaLned from the pressure model wind tunnel test. These data are
shown in Figure 2.L.39 as windward and leeward pressure coefficients for
control jet chamber pressures of approximately 700 psia. A two-to-nne
trapezoidal pressure distribution on either side of the rocket exhaust
extendinz to the edge of the base was assumed for the peer-on estimations.
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lateral pressure distribution. The peak pressure at the leading edge
is a function of the local leading edge sweep angle. The variation
of peak pressure around the leading edge periphery is approximately a
cosine souared function of the local sweep angle, supporting the theo-
retical derivation presented in Section 2.2.1.

Figure 2.4.31 shows the effect of Mach number on the centerline

pressure distribution. This plot clearly shows the transonic pressure
coefficient rise. The peak leading edge pressure increases with Mach
nmber to approximately M - 1.3 and then decreases with increasing Piach
number. Also discernible is the characteristic linearization effect
of supersonic Mach numbers.

The effect of anple of attack on the longitudinal centerline pressure
distribution is shown in Figure ?.h.32. The local lift produced by a
cross-section is proportional to the area between the curves of the
windward and leeward sides. Since the pressure coefficient is more
positive on the windward side,'the direction of the lift is positive.

An unusual situation is apparent at a sideslip angle of 90 degrees.
Because of the blunt base, the configuration is not aerodynamically
syimmetrical. 'Although the configuration appears entirely different to
the free stream, the subsonic surface pressures are not too unlike the
pressures for the forward launch position. This statement may be veri-
fied by noting that the subsonic normal 'forces of the two positions are
essentially the same (see Fig[ure 2.4.3). Supersonically, however, a
noticeable reduction of normal force is apparent at /3. 900. This
normal force reduction can be attributed to the fact that portions of
the blunt trailing edfe are now effectively the leading' ed-e. The
blunt face induces local leading, edge separation, re'sulting in a re-
duction of the normal force.

The effect of angle of attack on the lateral pressure distribution
is shown in Figure 2.h.33 for the cross-wind launch position. Similar
to the forward la:vnch position, the normal force produced by the cross-
sectl6n shown is positive. Another feature of the pressure distribution
is apparent in Figure 2.1t.33. The area between the windward and lee-ward
cur-ie5, and hence, the normal force, is greater upstream than do,ns.rean.
This trend is indicative of an upstream shift of the aerodynrauic center
of pressure witch sideslip angle, Figure 2.L.I3.

The most inportant aspect of the pressure distribution in the
wicinity of 90 degrees of sideslip is its effect on the base slot.
This slot behaves in the same man-ner as an airfoil. As the confiFuation
is yav:ud fran 110 to 70 degrees, the base can be considered to sweep
an effective angle of attack from -20 to +20 deprees. At approximately

2.-U5
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80 degrees yaw (effective base angle of attack of 10 degrees) the base
stalls, resulting in a loss of lift on the base airfoil. The effect of
this pressure in the base slot is predominantly felt in the yawing
moment. The subsonic pressure coefficients recordod in the base slot
are presented in Figure 2.4.34 as a function of sideslip angle. It
should be emphasized that this phenomenon will occur only when the main
rockets are not operating. In flight, the sideslip angle will not be
in this vicinity after main motor burnout. However, this base pressure
must be subtracted when estimating power-on yawing moments as explained
in Section 2.b.5.2.

The 80 degree sideslip, or rear launch position, is analogous
to blunt re-entry shapes and some of the same problems are encountered.
Notable are the negative normal force and pitching moments observed for
positive anf,les of attack in the high subsonic flow regime. A combination
of pressure diatribution studies and schlieren pictures are particularly
useful in explaining the salient features of this phenomenon. However,
no useable schlieren pictures were obtained subsonically; therefore,
qualitative analysis of the flow field must be made from the pressure
measurcments and frcm the r-sults of other investifations.

The concave base normal to the airstream induces local areas of
high velocity as the flcw expands around the edges. 'Those induced
velocities may exceed local sonic velocity and terminate in shock waves.
These shock waves are apparent in schlierens obtained at supersonic
velocities where the flow field behind the detached bow wave is essentially
similar to subsonic-flow. The shock waves produce an adverse pressure
pradient which the boundary layer cannot support without separation.
Because the airflow does not have the ability to completd the full
expansion, the flow leaves the body at the leading ece and re-attaches
to tho body at some downstream point determined by the 1'ach number,
Reynolds nurzber, and angle of attack. As an aid to the flow visual-
ization, the centerline pres:7ure distribution is shown in Figure M.35.
Consider first the pressure distribution at zero angle of attack. As
the airstream flows from the concave base to the surface of the vehicle,
the large expansion around the lip of the base produces a very low
pressure. This low pressure is in the vicinity of Station 20 in
Figure 2.11.35. The local surface slope of the configuration is negative
downstremn of Station 20; consequently, the velccity of the airflow
decreases. As the velocity decreases, the local pressure coefficients
increase and reach positive values at the trailinF edge.

Consider next the windward surface of the configuration at an angle
of attack of 3 derees. The presrure distribution trend is very similar
to the zero ani!e of attack case. Notice, however, that the pressure

2.11.6
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coefficients are more negative. This is caused by the fact that. the
flow must expand an additional 3 degrees around the base. The extra
expansion produces a greater negative pressure at Station 20. The
pressure coefficients then increase along the remainder of the configu-
ration as in the zero anle of attack case.

The leeward side of the configuraLion produces a flow condition
which is entirely different from the previous cases. The large adverse
pressure gra(ient on the leeward side causes the flow to leave the surface
of the vehicle. This can be observed by a pressure which is almost
constant -long the cinterllne. This flow separation is the cause of
the unusiil acrodjmamic chnracteristics of the configuration in the rear
launch postion. The net area between the windward and leeward curves
indicates that a negative normal force is produced for positive angles
of a!tack. Also of importance is the force distribution along the
cent erline. The force upstre-am of the midchord is negative while the
forcet downistiz'am is positive. The combination of these forces produces
a larl-e negative, or restoring-, pitching moment. It should be emphasized
that the preccding discussion was concerned with the power-off case;
the main rocket motor exhaust flow. ng over the vehicle will alter the
pressure distribution. A discussion of the probable flow structure with
the main jet on is i iven in Section 2.7.1. Lack of experimental data

precludes a quantitative analysis.

2.1t.6.2 Con!rol Jet On The method of control utilized by the
I rX ',.:A Kt cofi-hration i, reaction jets. This choice wa?-ittated
primarily by consideratJons of Onidirectional launch, and secondarily
by the sup.oriority of reaction controls to aerodynamic controls at very
high altitudes. However, when reaction jets are operated in the atmos-
Phere, on inter;4ction between the jet and the free stream occurs which
can be ver beneficial. This interaction is referred to as jet magni-
fication and implies an induced pressure distribution on the body sur-
rounding the jet. Because the jet induces both positive and negative
pressure cc.fficients on the body, the sense of the induced force is
dependant rn the hcty geometry surrnurding the jet. The mainitude of
the force ind*uced cn the FYE WACK.T-I, configuration is presented in Volune
II1 of this rierrt; a cudlitotivc nnl-ryoi of the flcw structure in
,. .. ciniy, of the let is presented in this M!,,e.

A cc7mrehensive study of the interaction of a reactive jet and

the flcw over a body has not been attempted until recevt years. Previous
r-nearch was confined to supersonic flow only. PYE VWACKE7T reaction
jets ;Fere tested in supersnic, transonic, and subsonic airatrea s.

e st. w~s not Specifically performed as a study of the Iccal flow
,5,ct e, so a detailed analysis cainnot be made. However, with the

ot previous research, (Reference 5.1) and with eperinental
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evidere gained from the wind tunnel test, a good understanding of
the flow structure was gained.

Subsonically, the only experimental results gained at the wind
tunnel were the induced pressures surrounding the Jets. Supersonically,
however, both schlieren and fluorescent-oil pictures were taken. Figures
2.4.h2a through 2.h42f are selected examples of the schlieren pie-
tures at zero sideslip angle. These pictures show thut a detached normal
shock wave forms around the jet. The high pressure behind this shock
wave is transmitted upstream through the boundary layer and causes
flow separation to occur. This effect can be seen in the schlieren
pictures as an oblique shock wave ahead of and intersecting the normal
shock. The pressure in this separated region is high, resulting in am
interaction force which acts in the same direction as the force pro-
duced by the jet itself. Figures 2.4.41 a, b, and c are typical flow
patterns taken with the fluorescent oil technique. The lines shown
are actual streamlines very close to the body. The reverse flow is
evident in front of the jet in the separated flow regiom.

Figures 2.4.36 , 2.4.37, and 2.h.38 present the measured pressure
coefficients in the vicinity of the reaction jet. The pressures were
measurod in three radial rings around the jet. Because the jet is very
close to the trailing edge, only Ring 1 extended entirely around the
jet. The measured pressures are shown for Mach numbers of 0.6, 1.6,
and 3.0 and rre representative of Mach numbers not shown.

Subsonically, the reaction jet induces a high pressure area up-
stream of the jet analogous to the stagnation region upstream of a
solid body. This high pressure acts in the same direction as the jet
thrust vector. However, this beneficial effect is overshadowed by the
extremely low pressure induced on the leeward side of the jet. This
pressure is lower than that expected behind a solid body and therefore
suggests that a jet pumping effect is present. Figure 2.4.36c shows
that the high pressure region extends upstream of Ring 3. Because
the reaction jet is near the trailing edge, the low pressure is confined
to a small area on the vehicle. The total force obtained by integrating
the pressures in the subsonic region is positive. However, the
location of the induced force is forward of the midchord, resulting
in a pitching moment which is opposite in sign to that of the reacti-on . .. --

control jets.

Supersonically, beneficial flow interference is achieved. TheI
predominsnt feature of the induced pressure field is the large presoure

upstreaa of the jet. The pumping effect on the leeward side of the
Jet is very s=all and therefore, only a small decrease in pressure
is realized. The high pressure decreases rapidly upstream of Ring 3.
The integration of the pressures results in a force acting in the
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same direction as the reaction jet thrust vectorl. This manification
factor is of the same order as the jet thrust itself in the low super-
sonic flow rcgim~e. In cffect, tho roactio.n jeot thrust-is doubled and
the pitching moment magnification is benef~icial. in this velocity
region.

Fig~ure 2.4-39 presents the vari ation of the pressure immediately
upstream and downstream of' the reaction jet as a function of Mach
nuirber. This figure emphnnizes the trends previously discussed. The
difference between the curves shown for the wiLndward and leewa-rd pressures
is indicative of the jet magnification factor. Subsonically the dil'f-
crence is negative and results in a reduced effective jet thrust. The
maximum positive manification factor is obtained in the transonic flow
regime. The maximum magni fi cation factor then decreases, but remains
positive, with increasing I-Lach number.

Figure 2.1t.bO, showing the flow structure in the vicinity of a
jet, was taken fron Pcfni-ence 5.3.1. Althoug~h the data obtained during
the M-Y .ACFT test were not. sufficiently complete for such a detailed
sketch, all e.-perimcntal mriasuremcrits and observati ons were in excellent

mperent with the fivure..

2.10. tauuN TUU_;i:EL 1CTwrZIPS - * CN Fluorescent-oil film
and rchlieren photoi-raphis of the 1YF 1WACKFT F17 wind tunnel models,
with control Jets operating- (one or both jets), are presented in
Figures 2.~Aand Figures 2.b.0!. As: discussed in Section 2-it.11
the photo,-raphr, were obtained fi -~ the O'uporsonilc Von Kan~iart Gas Dynamidcs
Facility ~at A.E.D.C., 'Pullahcnma, Tennv:ssee. A complete descripticn of A
thei- methcd of ajplicatlon of the fluolx"cocnt-oil filin tociiiue :-ay be
found in Reference 5.12. Baoi call,,,, the method incorporates the use of
a fluorescent petr-oleuml base Oil Jhototgraphed under ultraviolet light.

The fluorescent-oil film photog-raphs are presented in Figurwes
C.bL)bl with either one or both reaction control jets operatini- at a
measured chamber pressure of al-proximately 70?" psia. All of the piectures
were taken with the oil flow on the wind-.:ard side of the model. A froe-
stream Mach number of 2.0 is common to the' five photographs presented.
Photographs at a higher Mach number were also obtained, but were not ofl
the quality of the rictutes show,.n here. The photo[-ral'hs of Figures
2.L.1-1 illustrate the larg-e effect 'Of. the control_ jet exhaust on the

* lcw field over the model. The shck wrave in front of 'he corol et
is evidenced by the dark are-, in front cf and around the jets. Exam-
ination ofl the schlie-en photog.ral.h of Fil-ure 2,Lt.b2a clearly indicates
the relative vosition of the shock wave to--be the same as that irdica ted
in the- -ohot ographs of Figures 2.)iJ.l. -

Schlieren photoguraphs of the model in the fcz-,ard, side, ond

2.167
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Figure 2. 4. 42 a Schlieren Photograph of Side View
Forward Launch, Left Jet On, M =l 2. 0
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F ig-ure 2. 4. 42 b Schtieren Photograph of Side View
Forward Launch, Jet5On, M =2. 0
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Figure 2. 4. 42 c Schlieren Photograph of Side View

Forward Launch, Jets On, M 2. 0, d6 14',
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Figure 2.4. 42 d Schlijren Photograph of Plan View
Forward Launch, Jets On, AT 2 0
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Flaure 2. 4. 42 e Schileren Photograph of Side View
Forward Launch, Jets On, M =5. 0
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Figure 2. 4. 42 f Schlieren Photograph of Plan View

Forward Launch, Jets On, NI 5. 0
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Figure 2. 4. 42 g Schlieren Photograph of Side View
Gros---\kVimd Launceh, Jets On,M =2. 0
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Figure 2. 4. 42 h Schlieren Photograph of Plan View
Cross-WiVnd Launch, Jets On, ?N 2. 0
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Fiure 2. 4. 42 i Schlieren Photograph of Side View
Aft jaunpb., :jcts On, M=30
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Figure 2. 4. 42 j chirnPhotograph of Plan View
Aft Launch, Jets On, Mf 3, 0
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roar launch positions are presented in Figures 2.L.,4s2. -These photo-
rraphs are of the profile and planform views of the shock system caused
by the model and the exhiaust of the reaction jets. Again, as stated
in Section 2.L.11 , extraneous shock waves are present in the photographs
due to shock reflections from the observation window and/or from iLmper-
fections in the window. The photographs were taken at angles of attack
and sideslip of zero def-rees in all cases except Figure 2.ls.L2c. The
sideslip anf-le of lh degrees clearly shows the two shock waves emanating
in front of the control Jets. The planforl view is shown in Figure

2.5 VERI-NUIANCE

Sca level launchings present an extremely difficuilt environment
foil hiphly mancuverable missiles such as HYE WACKET. A major advantage
of the LYE WA(TT concept is its ability to mianeuver at hig'h altitudes
whc-re conventional missiles ca-.not. As a resuilt of the high maneuver-
ability, extremely hig-h g"loadini-s occur for modcrate angles, of.
attack in the dense, seal2'vel air. I3ocnius of ot.-rtural and available
cont rol llirdt.3tions, a lcw missile arrle t.f attack must be maintained.
To enphasizc thle higjh maneuver capability of PYE '4.ACKTET at sea level,
.attention is draw,.n to F'irn' 2.5.1. This g~raph presents the norsmal
accelt-ration in terms of 'Ils 1 -is a function of Nach numbher. For an
as!-,umo~d lauinch woigbirh of 0 2 rniindr. trio nrmal~r arel'-rrtic-n ranpes
from 0.8 p's per deg-ree znrgle of attack at a Mach nuribcr of 0.6 to 10
Fgts p-r der-rcc at a 11a:cb numl>pr of 2.0. The assumed Uiu-mout weight of
285 pou,,nds has . a-i.er capability of l.. r's per de17ree at a Mach
number of' %0. (>]c~llation of Le valties does not includke thn addition-
al fo-ce proiuced by thl! reaction jets and as-sociaiteci manification
fa C tors.

The in)-le of attack necess:iry to maintaLn level flirht is shcnn
in Figure 2.5.2 as a function of 1Mach number. At a launch 1Mach number
of, o.6.0 i trim anr le of ittick of 1.3 del'rces is retiuired. The re-
'nar-ed1 anwle drops down to 0.0,1 degrceos for the empty weig-ht conditi-on
at a M"ach nunmber of 2.0. As a result, the control system must be very
sonnstive to avold hih""loaLInf-s ina the burlout Mach num.1ber range.

~ne na~iuji ccnrollahl angle' of, attack as a functionofMc

rlL2~ is slhc .:n in ri.-urt- 2.K 3 ;'or 'he foia.'ard launch case. This curve
is be on' sea level ccriditi-f ma ith a- rencti on Jet Thrlist of, 5C0
pourols ear'll. Stead:r-state c..ridi tions were assiumed with nio jet mafgruuication
fphr-crs. Ihe effect ofjtmtifcto actors is ri-esented in Volume
III of t-is --o'. i-i-re 2.F.3 snc'.:s tl-nir a min-mum con~rollable

m- of atack, of 2.1 deFY-e-J- orcturs at NachI 1.2 (ecuivalen-t to 8 to
12_ -o:-: hecrol 1 bie acine n" ' ack- incro;ases' ranidi'/ as the-
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Mach number is cither increased or decreased. The increase at higher
or lower Mach numbers is caused by different factors. A sketch of the
force diagram is shown below:

N

S1 im, ut on of moments fives the followinp euntions:

/Vr 2.51l

*,Gvco q ..5 -. 7 - F.. 2.F2 $

Ot ?2.53

The reaction jet force, F., is constant with Mach number as is the jet
moment arm, i • 'herefor, the con rol moment, Fjl , is also constant
with Mach nunber. The two remainini, parametrs are: N, the nomal
force and x,. the distance hetwien thn aerod'nmarmdc center of pressure
and the center of gravity. These two variables detenrine the shape
of the aur-e show:n in Fiure 2.5.3. In the low Ma-ch nmber ranre the
distance between the: centers of pressure and fravit.y is large, 'out the
normal force is low due to the low dynamnic pressure, 9 • Therefore,
-a large anFle of' attack can be cn:,rolled. As the -ach number is in-
creased above Y 1.2, the dcmami c pressure inr reasos rapidly, Horwever,
the ar od dvn,- center o pressure moves aft toward the center of gravity,
resulting in a very small mcment arm and hence, a large controllable

anFle of attack. In fact, qt N - 2.)t, the center of oress:ire and the
center of gravity coincide (c.-,. lorated at the !3? chord). Any anrle
of attack theoretically can he ccn rolled at this Ma;1ch numnber. Tnis
rear-ard shift of center of pref-=,"e can be verified by referring to
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Figure 2.t.12, Section 2.lI.3. 6 .

Fi-ure 2.5.lI is a similar curve for the cross-wind launch. A
comparison of Figures 2.5.3 and 2.5.h shows that the cross-wind
launch will be more difficult than the forward launch. The maximum
controlntile angle of attack does not increase above M - 1.2 as did
the forward launch because the center of pressure does not approach
the center of gravity as closely. It should be noted that the center
of gravity canot be moved from the longitudinal centerline to alleviate
the problem. However, it should be noted that this condition applies
only to a se level launch. The ma:.dmum controllable angle of attack
is a direct function of air density so that an altitude launch will
Increase the maximum angle. Prototype launchings from an airplane
will pot encounter suich rigid restrictions.

Mach nmber-time histories of the PYE WACKET FTV are presented
in Figure 2.5.5 for the forward launch, 13 - 0, sea level flirht
condition. Three launch Mach number-time histories are shown at M -
O.h, 0.6 and 0.8.

The equations used in the calculation of the Mach ntmber-time
histories throughout the power-on and coast phases are presented in
Appendix 6.2. It is noted that thu equations are closed-form equations
utilizing linear approximations of the PYE WACKLT FTV drag as a function
of velocity. Comparisons with computer calculations using the standard
iterativc technique indicate very Vood agreement between the tvo methods.
Thc madmimu Mach numbers at thoburnout tine of l.117 seconds are 1.58,
1.69-and 1.80 for the launch Mach numbers of 0.1, 0.6 and 0.8, respect-
ively.

2.6 LA1'ICH S'i1JD)T.

In order to substantiate the omnidirectional launch characteristics
of the flight test vehicle, a controlled method of launch must be pro-
vided. The une of a rocket power sled is the most desirable from the
standpoint of precise control, maximiu data acquisition, and low cost.
The scope of the Phase II task did not permit a detailed study of the
launcher confifuration; however, studies sufficient to outline a feasible
lancher system compatible with the YE 'ACKTT FTV were ccnducted.
Results Uf t hese studies, particularly aerodynaiiic aspects, are presented
in the followin, sections.

2.6.1 SLED COL[VFTC-(A -'IN Fi 'fire 2.6.1 presents 1 side nd endview of the Fdwards Air Force Base !5,ch Speed Sled. The sled is approxi-

matfely 22.5 feet lonF and h feet high. The distance between rails is
60.65 inches or aproximately 5 feet. The vehicle has a pyra-midal nose
and has all urotrudLnr surfaces faired with oblique angles. It is an
extremely low drag confivura~ton. This sled, weighinF 5300 lbat launch
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and 3900 lb at burnout, utilizes a liquid rocket motor producing
50,O00 Ib- of thrust for 4.5 seconds, An alternate configuration has
four solid rocket motors producirQ a truzt of W.,0c00 ]b r2 seconds. This

sled operates on a track 20,000 ieet long including a 6000 foot braking
area.

2.6.2 SUPPORT S'RU(:7URE The sled presented in the previous
section provides the basic structure for a suitable launch system for
the flight t est vehicle. A suitable support structure must be designed
to adapt the launch mechanism to the present sled.

A proposed sled structure for the forward launch case is presented
in Figure 2.6.1. This arrangement mounts directly on top of the sled.
This locates the flight test vehicle approximately lit feet above the
ground level and approximately 12 feet above the track. The structure
consists primarily of two 4-1/2 inch thick walls which slope inward to-
ward the sled longitudinal centerline. Approxiately 8-1/2 feet above
the top of the sled, the walls intersect a horizontal member, become
parallel and end in a torque box structure. The walls consist of cir-
cular steel structural members with wedgc3 for the leading and trailing
edges. This arranpement is covered by thin aluminum sh('et. On top of
the torque box structure, two steel cylinders are attached which project
horizontally and support the model forward of the torque box. A similar
arrangement is proposed for the side laimch structure and is illustrated
in Figure 2.6.2. The only difference here is in the length and direction
of the suppor"t stings. A preliminary estimate of the weicght of the
support structure indicated that the entire assembly, including the
flipht test vehicle, Will weif,ht approximately 1850 lbs.

2.6.3 ESTIM A':D CCGFOS[TE SLED CHARACTERISTICS Estimates of
the weight, thrust, and drag of the sled and support structure com-
bination are contained in Figure 2.6.3. The drag coefficient data
were estimated for incompressible flow using the available dimensions
for the sled and support structure. Their variation with Mach number
was estimated by applyini, the 1randtl-Glauert Rule. The reference
area for the drag coefficients ±s the planform area of the flight-test
vehicle. The weight and thrust variation were obtained from sled in-
formaLion and from the we-,ght estimate for the support structure.

2.6.4 ESTI.AT SLED PEPFOTRANCE The acceleration, velocity
and displacement-time histc~riese calculated frau the data fran Section
2.6.3. The results of the computations, performed for a 2000 foot
a11itde, are p:- ,nted in Figure 2.6.4. In this-diagram, acceleration,

velccity, Mach nunber, and range c- the 31od are presented as a function
of time from launch to rocket motor burnout. Also presentedt axe the
initial conditions for the launch. For one assured launch Mach number,

2.189
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2.45, the pertinent sled conditions are time - 2.25 seconds, range
- 600 ft, and acceleration - 220 ft/scc2. No distinction was made in
these computations between the forward and side launch cases. The
accuracy of these estimates is taken to be + 20%. The result due to P
change in weight or drag of the vehicle, when the launch direction is
changed, will be within the accuracy of the computation. The one im-
portant distinction between the two cases is the direction of the acceler-
ation at the instant of launch relative to the vehiclc axes. In the
forward launch it is in a longitudinal direction and in the side launch,
the acceleration in lateral.

2.6.5 INTERFERENCE EFFECTS One major consideration for launching
from a sled is the interference effects arising from the support structure
and the proximity of the ground. For the latter condition, the ground
presents a boundary which prevents the normal downward flow associated
with the lifting capability of a vehicle in flight. Two actions take
place as a result of this restriction. First, the lift curve slope of
the wing or body is increased. This has been interpreted as an aspect
ratio increase. In addition, the downwash behind the vehicle decreases.
For incompressible flow, this effect has been estimoated in Reference
5.15 by assuming an "image" wing and ccnputing its interference on the
wing in the proximity of the ground. The results of this determination
are contained in Figure 2.6.5. The wing lift curve slope magnification
due to the ground is presented as a function of height above the ground.
As the lift curve slope ratio approaches one, the effect of the ground
proximity goes to zero. For the configuration of Figure 2.6.1 the
abscissa value is the order of five, indicatini, that the ground effect
is less than one percent. This particular estimate is for incompressible
flow. Data from Reference 5.16 were used to estiriate tho same information
for compressible flow. Again, the effect is the order of one percent.
Thus, the pround effect on the flight test vehicle is negliFible.

Another interference effect of comparable importance is the flow
angularities induced by the sled and support structure. Using the flow
field data from Reference 5.17, and estimating the mean geometric chord
for the sled, the longitudinal flow field in Figure 2.6.6 was prepared.
Several assumptions were necessay in order to make this diagram. The

first assuMpDtion was that the flcw field over the sled is similar to
that over a smooth wing sectici althou.-h the flow over a wing profile
would be more conservative because the flow is essentially two-dimensional.
The flow over the sled, because of its lower aspect ratio, would tend to
be three-dimensional in nature. As a result, there would be a tendency
to relieve the flow anularity over the edges. The conditions shown in

; 9.-'. 6 would apply only at the center of the sled, and the a-ngu-

larities would be quickly reduced in the lateral regions of the sled.

From this aspect, the condition assumed (two-dimensional) would be more

critical. However, Fround effect should have a major irfluence on the
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flow field about the sled. The data taken from Reference 5.17 is for
a flow field not influenced by the ground bounydary. Figure 2.6.6 shows
the proxLmity of the ground plane to the sled. Using this data and
extrapolating the results of Figure 2.6.5 indicates that the lift curve
slope would be magnified by less than a factor of two. Here the as-
sumption is made that the flow field is intimately associated with the
lift curve slope. This factor may then be applied to the local angu-
larities in Figure 2.6.6. On this basis, the position of the flight
test vehicle may be expected to be in a range from 0 to -2 degrees angle
of attack in the longitudinal plane.

Using the same reference, the lateral angularity fields were
estimated for the support struts in the vicinity of the model. The
same field is shown for the forward-and side-launch case. As indicated
in Figure 2.6.7, no lateral angular flow fields are expected in either
the forward or side launch case.

2.6.6 VIBRATION EFFECTS An additional source of disturbance
during launch is the vibration which will he transmitted from the rails
and rocket motor through the sled, the tower structure, and sting support
to the flight test vehicle. This vibration will cause the sting support
to deflect and introduce a disturbance at the time of launch. This means
the vehicle will be subjected to an increment in angle of attack and in
pitch angular velocity as an initial condition at launch. The magnitude
of this disturbance is dependent on the fixity conditons of the sled
and sting structure and on the elastic deformations of the structural
components. No attempt has been made to determine the magnitude of
these disturbances in this brief study of the launcher problem, however,
careful attention will be given to this problem before the sled/launcher
desi.'n is finalized.

2.7 PRO,:3Lr AFEAS

2.7.1 ,EAR LAU;CH, PaCER ON The effect of the main rocket motor
on the aerodynamic characteristics for sideslip angles between 0 and
180 degrees was estimated in Section 2.L.5. However, as pointed out
in that section, only a very rough estimate could be made. The actual
forces and mcments induced on the body are a function of both the rocket
motor characteristics and the body peometry as well as the actual flight
condition. As was previously shown, the induced forces and moments can
be larger than the body forces and moments themselves. Due to the large
magnitude of these induced forces, a thorough examination of all aspects
of the rocket motor interference should be made.--

The effect of the rocket exhaust on the rear launch aerodynamic

characteristics presents an entirely different problem which, due to
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the flow complexity, has not previously been ,stimaLed. The followmng
sketch shows the nature of the expected flow field.

The rocket exhaust will flow back over thp body altering the
acrol ,na!mic properties. Essentially, the missile will be flying in
its own exhaust. The exhaust is expected to blanket the body with a
layer of ver" low velocity pas, analorous to a very thick boundary
layer. The t4iickness and velocity distribution of this layer is not
k ,wn at this time. However, it is likely that no interference between
the leyer and the rea'tion jet will exist; i.e., the thrust produced
by the reaction jet will be identical to that produced at zero velocity.
It should be noted that although the relative velocity between the
missile and the exhaust ras may be very-low., it is still possible for
forces and moments to exist on the missile. The exhaust flow o:er
the missile would, in effect, create an entirely new airfoil as seen
by the free stream flow. Differential pressures between the top and
bottom of the new airfoil can be produced. These static pressures
would be transmitted essentially unaltered thrcngh the exhaust flow
field to the surfaces of the vehicle itself, thereby creating forces
and mcrncnts. The flw separation apparent in the pcwer-off case will
definitely be altered. Since all the aerodynamic ch!arcteristics are
a function of the degree of flow separation, it is apparent that entirely
different aerod-ynamics will exist. Predictions of the interference
cannot be made with any degree of confidence. Therefore, it is suggested
that experimental evidence be pained before rear launch is attempted.
This program should be carried out in a wind tunnel using actual rocket
motors if possible and if not, cold air simulation.

2.7.2 DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS An area which warrants investigation
before high subsonit, speed rear launch is attempted, is the possible
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unsteady flow problem caused by the blunt base. This problem, howeverp
is confined to the transonic flow regime, and is not expected to be
serious for the contemplated FIV launch conditions. As reported in
References 5.18, 5.19, 5.20, and as shown in Section 2.L.6.1, leading
edge separation occurs for the rear launch position for transonic Mach
numbers. At positive angles of attack, the upper surface is in a
separated flow region. As the angle of attack is decreased, the sepa-
rated flow reattaches and the opposite side separates. Reference 5.21
states that the angle at which reattachment occurs is lower than that
where sepaxation is induced. Therefore, depending on whether the angle
of attack is increasing or decreasing, two different normal force values
may exist for the same angle of attack. In effect, a hysteresis loop
is formed in the normal force and consequently, the pitching moment
curve. This effect is illustrated in the following sketch.

4.

If the model oscillates with sufficient amplitude to enclose the hysteresis
loop, it is apparent that the traverse of the loop creates an energy ex-
change by virtue of a nonconservative restoring force that can amplify
the motion. Figure 2.7.1 is taken from Reference 5.22 and shows the
qualitative Mach number range at which this motion occured for various
model shapes. The motion is a function of the model geametry as well
as the free stream conditions.

Dynamic tests were not run during the PY WACKET Phase II wind
tunnel tests. H1cever, a violent oscillation was encountered for the
rear launch position. Because of the oscillations, data could not be
obtained at zero anfle of attack and 180 degrees of sideslip in a Mach
number range M - 0.75 to 0,95. An increase in angle of attack to three
degrees eliminated the oscillation entirely. Changing the yaw angle
from 180 degrees to 160 degrees lessened the severity of the oscillations,
but did not in all cases eliminate it.

Although evidence indicates that such a problem may exist, it should
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be noted that all discussion so far was concerned with power-off con-
ditions. The effect of the main rocket exhaust over the body is at
this time unknown. It is possible that the power on effect might
alleviate or even eliminate the problem, or that it could amplify the
oscillating motion. It seems necessary, therefore, to more completely
determine the extent of the problem if rear launches at transonic
speeds are anticipated.

2.7.3 DAMPING DERIVATIVES To evaluate the dynamic flight charac-
teristics of the PYE WACKET, it is necessary to know the longitudinal
stability damping derivatives of the missile. These derivatives determine
the time rate of decay of an oscillating motion of the missile caused
by a flight disturbance. A disturbance from steady-state straight-line
flight conditions induces variations in missile angle of attack. These
changes in angle of attack give rise to damping moments which are the
result of aerodynamic forces acting at some distance from the center
of gravity. For the wing-like configuration of PYE WACKET, the longi-
tudinal damping derivatives of major importance are Cmq and Cma.

The stab.iity derivative CM is the change in pitching moment
coefficient with varying pitch velocity. This derivative is important
in longitudinal dynamics, since it is involved in the damping of the
short-period pitching mode. The short period mode is of particular
interest, because the period of oscillation of this mode becomes small
near sonic velocity and the oscillation is therefore difficult to control.
A negative value of CT increases the damping of this mode; consequently,
high negative values o- t1-s derivative are desirable.

The stability damping derivative Cm. is the change in pitching
moment coefficient with variation in rat@ of change of angle of attack.
This rate of change of angle of attack results from a change in vertical
sinking velocity (Z-axis) while the forward velocity (X-axis) remains
constant. Like Cma, the derivative Cm affects the damping of the short-
period pitching moce. It is expected that CUP andCn are of the same
magnitude for a missile of the PYE WACKET con1iguratin. -Hence, both
should be considered for: design studies.

2.8 PROTOTrYPE CONSIDERATIONS

The primary investigation of the Phase II study was directed
toward the FTV configuration and its expected flight conditions.
Emphasis was rlaced on the determination of aerodynamic characteristics
for subsonic omnidirectional launch at sea level altitude. Although
the prototype configuration differs slightly and the flight conditions
differ greatly, data were obtained which are applicable to the 21 per
cent thick prototype and its flight regime. Some data apply directly
and sce will have to be modified slightly for prototype applications.
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Application of current data is more difficult to apply to the lb per

cent thick prototype configuration. Good estimates may be made at

supersonic speeds for the normal force, pitching mcment, and drag for
the forward launch. However, the aerodynamic characteristics at large
sideslip angles cannot be predicted with the same degree of accuracy.
The subsonic aerodynamic characteristics also cannot be entirely gained
from present data. Flow separation, which is evident in many cases for
the F1V configuration, is a strong function of model geometry. Therefore,
the 14 per cent thick prototype configuration may have a different degree
of separation rendering accurate aerodynamic predicticns impossible.

The PYE WACKET concept displays its greatest effectiveness at
high altitudes and veloci tips. The incorporation of reactin jet controls
allows PYE WACKET t' cjera'c at altitudes where aerodynamic controls are
ineffective. The Fea;.!it,, Test Vehicles, on the other hand, are to
be tested under conditions which are most stringent. The proposed
flights from a rocket sled encompass flight conditions near sea level
wIth a maximum vclccity in the vicinity of M - 2.0. It was pointed
out that these fliiht conditions were dictat-od by the use of of-the
shelf components in the fabrication of the FTV vehicles. Although high
'ach nubers cannot be reached with the proposed FTV rocket motors, the

low altitude restriction imposes extremely high forces and mczents on
the missile. Using the very conservative assumption that the aercdynamic
coefficients are ccnstant with Mach number, the forces and moments become
a direct function of the dynamic pressure. Figure 2.8.1 shows the vari-
ation of dynamic pressure with Mach number and altitude. Examinaticn
of this plot shows that a Mach number of 2 at sea level is equi'.alet
to Moch numbers of 3.7, 7.5 and 15.A at 30,000, 60,000, and 90,000) feet
altitude, respectively.

Figure 2.8.2 presents the launch Mach number rani e of Figure 2.8.1

ext-anded to a larger scale. From this plot, the severity of the launch
conditions is clearly shown. A sea level launch at d Mach number of 0.6
produces forces and mcments approximately equivalent to launching at
Yach numbers of 1.1, 2.2, and hs.5 at 30,000, 60,000, and 90,000 feet
altitude, respectively. It is evident from these plots that the anti-

cipated launch ccnditons for the FTV confi'uratin simulate much higher
launch Mach numbers at altitudes where the PE li.'ACKET prototype is ex-
rected to be operaticnal. In flcrt, the FTV launchings will impose
hither forces and mc-ents than the operational ?YE W-CK" T will likely
exce ri ence.

Rea-r launch from current bomber aircraft may rro e to be a pro-l-i
as cointed out in Section 2.7.2. TLhe a-ticiated launch M{ach r.-ber
of 0.6 nay be critical frcm a da.mam c instability ztand,oint.. .
rrof of dynamic L" -St:i1it oe s : nt Cl ndioations are present.
ji 1; ace_ Prove to be a ser-_ous problem, at leas' two -c"ct1a-
meth'xs may be empIcyed. The effect oft' the a-i1n rocet eo:astn the.
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body aerodynamic characteristics, could minimize or even eliminate the
problem. -If this can be proved, a pewer-on launch-ing, method may be
devised similar to conventional air-to-air missiles. It may be recalled
that a power-off launch was proposed in Phase I. If a power-on launch
is not possible, another method of eliminating the dynamic problem shows
promise. As pointed out in Section 2.7.2, the cause of the dynamic
stability in asymmetric flow separation. If the flow remains attached,
no serious problems should exist. A method of preventing flow separation
can be accomplished by using guide vanes as illustrated in the following
sketch.

SEPAQArED FLOW/ ATTACHEiD FLOW

C$~~CG

~GUICOE VANES

W ITHOUT GUIDE VANES WITH GUIDE VANES

Reference '.23 5shows that applicii~ur ol g-uide vanes i reatly redn-ces the
drag of a blunt body by reducing separation. As a point of interest,
the iiuide vzanes also reduce the base drag in forwar'd flight. Hcwever,,
this drag reduiction nay be lost becaus :e of the induced drag, of the vanes.
The major idvantiage to be irainod by the use of guide vanes on the H'E
WACKET. config-uration chould bc elimination of the dynaic instability
problem through prevcaition of' flow separation inthe rear launch attitude.
The guide vanes could also eliminate the negative normal force and pitching
moament ;hnt o-ccurs at low anvles of' attack. An rxpermental investigation
would have to r7-,dirted to comu lete ly evaluate the effects of the
gidde vanes.

Launch-inc frcm a supersunic bcmher ralrht cause tY12 same dynamic
instability !5ince th e missi-.le must still Pass,9 through tetransonic flow

regim. Hoeve , ter~ rockets will be firing' at this condition and.
may elimnrate the proble-m. If tlhis is no" thecase, a miethod sach as
the previously discuisred guidde vanes :-ay beemly.

Lschufrnan aircraft Pz-e~ents a sonewhat d ~f frent ccndi 4_
t fr cn a nc-esled. For the F1V sled launLrch, the miassile oil ba

:7ounted well aoove he sled to maninize the in-duced f-low angulaz-a:es
frun he sle1 d. Thi~s will not be possible for an aircraft1 lau~nch. The

rnissle roust fly thrrc :h the induced flow field to clear the lamunch
ai.rcraft. 7hais concation can not ~be h rcrh investi.,-ated ut il-1 te
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type of launching aircraft is selected. Reference may be made to a
general description of the problem presented in the Phase I Feasibility
Study, Reference j.l.

Inherent in many of the possible prototype guidance systems is the
necessity of adding a radome or IR seeker to the basic configuration.
To assess the aerodyrnaric effect of such an alteration, a protuberance
of the size and shape shown below was attached to a wind-tunnel model
for tests as the two supersonic Mach numbers, 1.5 and 3.0.

D -_0.095

The results of the test show that the normal force and pitch moment
at zero sideslip angle Are not significantly changed from the basic values
shoun previously. At M - 1.5, the seeker produces a sall posi;.ive normal
force at all angles of attack. The pitchinf moment contribution, however,
is slightly neg-ative at low ang-les of attack and positive at high anrlcs
of attack. At M. - 3.0, tne seeker produces no normal force and a very
small negative pitchinr moment. The' overall effect is an approximate
five per cent reduction of the ba.;'c pitching moment.

The effect of the seeker on the axial draa is more sil-nificant than
that on the normal force and pitching moment. At zero sideslip angle,
the s',eker increases the axial drag by approximately five and ten per
cent at Mach 1.5 and 3.0, r-spectively. TIits increase is appr ximately
constant for angles of attack up to 15 deprees, the maximum tested.

The moot predominanit efet of the sekr on the aerodynamic character-
istics occu.Rs in the yawing moMent. At N = 1.5, the basic yawing moment
about the c.7. located at the midhord remains stabilizing, but is re-
duced by approximately one half at a n les of sidcslio up to 15 degrees.
At M - 3.0, the confi-ration with the seeker is unstable about the mid-chordI C.Fo Th;s instability is of the same order of magtude as the

stahillty or" the confirurtion ,;thcut the seeker. HFcever, this de-
stabilizinr effect about the 05 C center-of-gra'ety location is not a
Sinf_-icant rroblen bec'-s it is lca; in maF_ itu and becase it is
ccun.ered ,v the stabilizinr effect resultin, from the 0L3 C center-
o-r-'a"&It - lccaton "or-the F.f
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Section 3.0
CONCLUSIONS

During the course of the EYE WACKET Phase II study, a large amount
of data was obtained pertaining to omnicLirectionallaunch. Data appli-
cahle to forward flipht up to a Mach numbcr of 5 were also obtained.
Reaction jet magnification factors were determined for the sane condi-
tions. From these data, no major aerodynarmic problems were apparent
which would imreril a forward launch from a rocket sled. Assuming a
clean separation of the missile from the sled, the critical Mach nun-
ber from the standpoint of the control system is 1.2. At this Mach
niumber, 2.1 degrees anf-le of attack can be controlled with 500 pound
thrust reaction jets, assuming no jet magnification. However, the
maximum positive _et manificatinn occurs at the sane ?ach niumber
and may alleviate the cri Lical area. Since no other problems are
apparent, it can he concluded frm an aerod ynaic standpoint that
forw;ar( launches from a rocket sled can .be accomr-lished.

Cross-wind and rear lanncb,,s are unicue concepts and as a r.esilt,
require n More extensive 3tudy program than is norrmally required.
A] Lhough a ccr.prehensive stud' prorran was ccnpleted in the Phase II
pm, (.-ct, a c(nrlcte analysis of all aspects of the launching problers
was nct posible. A few unhmcwns, such as the exact effect of the
main rocklet motors on the aer(xlydnri characteristics and the stabi-
li 1 danrpinf" derivatives, require additional analysis prior to cross-
wind and aft rocr.et-sled launches to ir.;urc the igreatest probability
of success.
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Section bi.0
PFCC,?i0ii DATICUS

All aspects related to ai rocket sled launch could not be analyzed
in this stiidy phase. However, all critical are-, were examinecd to the
extent of avnilablc data. Th follm-ing reornxnmcndations, therefore
are based on the Insmption that all foreseeable aspec ts of the rock~et
sled launch will he analy7.ed before a latunch is srheduled.

1. Six-comrcnent force 'd~ta oholild he obtaincd with thn main
rocket mot,-r, nnd pit(ch1 and Yaw rcactirn. iluns siniilA ted. A
fai-'rly cone] icatod. ivind turmel model would be required. in
whLich intern-tdions b(-'cten thn Mih pressure air lines and
the forrce balm-nco wcml~d he eliminited. Pre desired Mrlch
nuimler rannge is betwern 0 and 1. Prirmary emphasis would be
placed on thr -rar anct side launch mcol attitudes. If

pocfhleth's tost rhold inclurie transient effects caused
Ibv tho. -ii~timr r-.ett;nn icti.

2. T f' the i wer-on Yawi ng momr.en t from the above tes-t is folind to
bc hig-her zhan -- xpertnd, methods for redurine the moment

may ~ -hI mnet a~e.A h in Section 2.-. the power-
c n :.'aing mcrenrt is a Pincticon of the bnse reometry,
the slot in tl- b)rse. Thte base vcomet r-v cani ha- rltered to
producre any rinirted vmwing momen~t consistent with the vary ing
corndittons of' '1ivHt.

3.A dyra-ic test should be conducted to determino the stability
danping- derivatives. For,:ard launch should be stud4ied at
M~ach numbers im to 2. CYl'i subsonic speeds need be tested -fcr
crcs-.in and- rear li~ac'. Emphasis would be p~lacedc h
rear Ilaunch Tocaiti ""Iemnea wa Mc number,ifa,

rJvmardc ins;tahilit.v% occlurs.

If dyna-c instability is apparent, methods s, c-. a s P-u;de
vns" shc'' e imeoiae 00 imno e o uro'lem.

T The m isil h Ie e ~ t' s'- .:ut. o acic
r o ck et sl11ed to Jdeter-irs -,oIe ex-,ent of forces .iduced onro
missile These forces Prise as3 a result, of the rocketse
flow 1 ecanu -ust oe Ue'!- " 0ii-Inet:! niia
iaunica- ccmn s.
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Secticn 6.0
AllI E DIX

6 .0 SUR ;CE F RESSUlE INTEGPATIC:; 'i1CID A nunic lr in tef-ra-
ticri tec'rnlique f1cr use on digital conj.Tuters w,3t developed to obtain

theaercimazicforce and rioment coefficients actirng on the missile
as a resuilt of the surfico pressures. These surface pressures were ob-
tained. From wind tunnel tests. The bir-is for the method of integra-
tion ccnc-rns. averal-inc- the pressures over a 1riven, arna and addinr
the incrennt-l force and rmcinents found frori the -1vera-C pressureis.
A) thourh Co,.!:er tochniriues were considered, tlicy wcre (!icarded be-
cau-se cf the- time -nr(jor cost, factcrs,. Re avrrage, pressure rrethod
was fairly e:vto prorran. on a difgital compter ILd lL itself
Well1 to th,?une daita iadling- systens.

In the --alrulnticn of the ae-rc4dnamic rcfficif-nft, it is
n-ce:::sary to obtnin the iverafce p~res,;:uro acting, ovvv a piven atrna.
I~e:zC area secticns are detcrmined by div;iding- the .c sl plaIfcorm

aeS, into trj.-n[-ull- sectcr, ith prez:;ure 1ortn at, t',,( three
-'rtcs .f eah rea. 711 averar-c Ipress:ure- over each, rxiannle is

taken e 'lto one t -irci of the siim of the thrtje vetxpressures.
It can be eoen thait Lhe contiributicn of each n rpi rcz-urc to the
tot*al force on the missile is equnl to the t!rcszvure nmultiplied by one
thi,-rd of the- area of the 1triang-le,. I" a presure -tort ic at the vcrtf..
or. a nuhrof triannmilar nreaF;, the tot,'l cuntribution of thc pressurv
to the load Is t. -ressure multiplied byv ono third (.f the su-,n. of the
ar-as of the adja3cent triangles. in erdrr to find the noments on the
missile, the nreossures are multiplied ',Iy cr.- third of the siun of the
prod ucts of the qre,- of each trianplc t-fzes i-.3 Picent arm from the
center ct' p:-e::sire for the area to a rt-ferernce axis. Fcr the examiple
shcv-. beio:, t-h folle-w-ni: formulale ap*'to t- pe at the cen~ter
port.
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SECRET [
Sumnnati on -of the incremental forces and moments obtained in the

above mranner for each pressure port yields the total values affecting
the missile. The prdssure multiplication factors are constants and/
were calciilsted for each pressure port. These constants were used in
a digital computer for the nunericil integ-ration of the pressure data.

6.? EJIATTCN FOR LEVEL FLT, iiT TRAJECTORITS The derivation of
the closed forn equatibns of velocity as a function of time are presented
in this section. The derivation of the equaticns are riven for both the
boost phase and coast phase of flIght.. A 'sketch of the forces acting
on the micsile is as follows:

7-/

51]Jn"atA on of Cor(ces alc flf the' lon)i iti:dinal axis are,

?cr 1r~Af1+,at sea level conditions, the required c-l,,1e c.f autack
-7cn3 r! &-iees at Mi = 0.1; to less th1-an 0.2 decrree at IM 2 2.) for

W )2 -ih (Fir-ure 2..) At launch 1liach nu: 'bers of, 0.'- and

~'r .-- c~ rr~~n~ o tce -ei cn te r hooo ofWzc-i
I '~r'or cc Corneniientl, the dcelraio -1fW3 ~a

~'2?C-%. ~on arn I hn b -cmFs,

6.3 SECRFT



where W w.exptt it any tuir, t,

* u ftill welpht, lb,

w7empty weipht at end o- boost, I~b,

t7 burninF ti-re, seconds, an d

p52

-.U~cn 2':i1 r~i n t-~ i r~ri~edf'onr hocccns,

w# oro- ,iro5 Vr:. vi lc-re vid intitjflFA of'v threcnz4- A , o - v c, r : t r r~ ( ii t > ~u f o r ~ h e r

7-~~~~ velocity. * S 1[(A 2 ~ ~

46..3



Coast Phase

The express-*on Por the velocity during' the coast phase' *is obtained

ky quaion(2) with the thrust term equal to zero. The eaustion be-

SubstitutinF, the lineir expression for axial drap yields tile form

e t" tirx frur' qirnout and

= ~i~'itat any tiney tc, oil

n nimher cf *Jots (peratinf'.

Wa1: Ti ri'te of fuel consiution per control.

3.1.ec

T. Loust per control iet -11) ind

3.1. peciic u~s -lb/lb/sec

C- r, 4riv queticfl (U) and suibs.itutinr initial conditions rcsults
ir ',h vel-cit-r at arY tim?-e diirinc coast of

cpT~t

V- ~t/~ -7

.2~



Sinc~e the weipnt o f the reac'tion ccnt-rol iet fuel is smml1 in relation
to the buri'cut wei-I't of thP ml. 21e, a cin!7 at-proximatlon of the
velocitv maY be obt~dned by avcrac'inF the ,-.filt (w0) over the coast
phase of flight. Equation (5) then beccries,

6.6
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